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Purpose of Aggregate Study 
NMP-TR-422 Simulator Configuration Control and NMP-TR-422-001 Simulator Configuration and 
Performance Criteria Instruction direct the processing of simulator change requests (SCRs).  SCRs which 
impact training are designated as discrepancy reports (DRs).  These noticeable differences between 
plant design and the Simulator Training System (STS) must be addressed.  The preference for any SCR-DR 
is to repair, retest, and deploy a software fix.  However, this cannot be done for issues found with the 
implementation of distributed control information system (DCIS) on the STS.  The non-safety and safety 
I&C suites are translated and run on the simulator as libraries.  At this moment, only the vendor can 
repair plant design issues.   
 
To ensure only positive training is performed on the STS, a training need assessment (TNA) is performed 
on each of these issues.  This individual study is performed by appropriate Subject Matter Experts 
(SMEs).  Acceptable TNAs may be entered into a global tracking book which is made available to the 
students and instructors as these issues have been found to have a negligible impact on licensed 
operator training and examination.  Unacceptable TNAs are processed by a full Training Needs Analysis 
in accordance with NMP-TR-212.  Training solutions to mitigate the associated issue’s training impact 
are devised and approved via this process, also on an individual basis. 
 
As part of the Commissioned Approved Simulator request, an aggregate study was performed to assess 
the cumulative impact of these individual issues on operating the reference unit safely.  10 CFR 55.45 
Operating tests will be the benchmark against which these issues are aggregated and assessed to ensure 
positive training of licensed operator candidates to support safe plant operations.  This study examined 
101 DRs currently on the STS.  Any issue could touch as many parts of the regulation as necessary.  The 
aggregate study result categorized all 101 issues into the first nine (9) sections of 10 CFR 55.45.  The last 
four sections of 55.45 were examined against these documented issues and nothing was found relative 
to these criterions (sections 10-13). 
 
It should be noted that each of the 101 DRs currently on the STS had previously been screened 
individually against the 10 CFR 55.45 benchmark as described above.  Since no single DR was evaluated 
as having significance, those results are not included in this study. 

Method of Aggregate Study 
The study was conducted using a team made up of experts across multiple disciplines.  The participants 
were requested to answer the following questions for the individual and aggregate impact of these 
deficiencies. 
 

General Questions for each deficiency of the study 
 Does an individual item fit in the assigned category?  
 Could an individual item affect another part of 55.45 that it is not currently assigned to? 
 Could an individual item come off the list entirely? (I.e. does not affect 55.45) 
 Does an individual item make sense?  Do you understand the problem it introduces? 
 Are we working around the issue with procedure changes or special training?  If so, how is 

that documented? 
 
Each of the identified deficiencies were evaluated using the above criteria and categorized into the 
appropriate criteria of 10 CFR 55.45(a). Individual deficiencies were not limited to one bin, but were 
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added to all applicable bins associated with the nature of the deficiency. Deficiencies associated with 
design of the plant or deficiencies that did not apply to the criteria in 10 CFR 55.45(a), as determined by 
the team, were removed from the list. 
 
Upon completion of binning of the individual deficiencies, the team evaluated each of the criteria of 10 
CFR 55.45(a)(1) – (13) to determine if the operators could safely operate the plant with the existing 
deficiencies, when viewed in the aggregate.  The definition of safely used for this determination is 
defined as: 
 

The ability of licensed operators to operate the reference unit without causing a LOCA, steam 
break, feed break, or compromise of the three physical barriers between the public and 
radioactive fission process 
 
The ability of the licensed operators to operate the reference unit without causing a PMS reactor 
trip, PMS ESF, breach of the RCS, significant containment cleanup, or causing an error during 
EOP/AOP response 

Participants
The team was composed of participants with a diverse mix of backgrounds including Operations, I&C 
Engineering, Training, and Human Factors Engineering from Vogtle 3&4, V.C. Summer Units 2&3, and 
Westinghouse. The team was composed of the following members: 
 
Tom Arnette – Shift Manager, Vogtle Units 3&4 
Chris Parkes – Shift Supervisor, Vogtle Units 3&4 
Shawn Wolfgong – Shift Support Supervisor, Vogtle Units 3&4 
Chris Cannon – Nuclear Plant Operator, Vogtle Units 3&4 
Matt Schmader – Training Lead, Vogtle Units 3&4 
Allahondra Manning – Engineer, Vogtle Units 3&4 
Kim Yennerell – Engineer, Vogtle Units 3&4 
Korrie Hoffman – Simulator Engineer, Vogtle Units 3&4 
Kevin Balch – Simulator Group, V.C. Summer Units 2&3 
H. Adrian Fletcher – Westinghouse Human Factors and Operations 

Aggregate Study Summary 
The team evaluated each of the individual deficiencies and determined that none of the issues, by 
themselves, constituted a challenge to the 13 criteria of 10 CFR 55.45(a).  The team determined that, in 
the aggregate, the deficiencies could challenge the ability of licensed operators to safely operate the 
plant in normal, abnormal, and emergency conditions.  Specifically, 10 CFR 55.45(a) criterions (3) and (5) 
are impacted. 
 
10 CFR 55.45(a)(3): 
 

“Identify annunciators and condition-indicating signals and perform appropriate remedial 
actions where appropriate.” 

 
10 CFR 55.45(a)(5): 
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“Observe and safely control the operating behavior characteristics of the plant.” 
 
The reasoning for the determination broke down into four (4) main areas: 

1. Indication deficiencies 
2. Alarms management deficiencies and challenges 
3. Rod Control System deficiencies 
4. Secondary control challenges 

 
Indication deficiencies: 
The key drivers for this area are associated with challenges to the simulator in providing the operator 
with the necessary and correct information in order to monitor and control the plant.  The effect of the 
identified deficiencies is that operators do not always have the correct information presented to them 
to make appropriate decisions required for safe operation. Additionally, with so many identified 
deficiencies, operators will tend to question the validity of all indications, including the ones that are 
working correctly.  
 
Specific DRs associated: 6169, 6621, 5689, 5599, 6175, 6315, 6159, 6089, and 5623. 
 
Alarm Management deficiencies and challenges: 
The key drivers for this area are associated with the excessive number of alarms, the absence of some 
required alarms, and the distraction presented to the operators in managing the Alarm Presentation 
System.  Alarm management is a significant operator burden placed on the crew throughout all 
scenarios and plant conditions. Alarm management currently makes simple and routine evolutions 
difficult. 
 
Specific DRs associated: 5813, 5613, and 6651. 
 
Rod Control System deficiencies: 
The key drivers for this area are associated with the inconsistent and unpredictable nature of the Rod 
Control System during performance of reactivity related tasks.  In effect, whenever the operator 
operates the controls to move rods, the operator could encounter no issues or he/she may encounter 
many issues: 

- The control button can deselect during manual rod motion 
- The audible clicking sound can skip during rod motion or continue after rod motion has stopped 
- The Bank Out-of-Sequence alarm can come in when conditions do not warrant 
- The rod group indication may indicate values below the fully inserted position or above the fully 

withdrawn position 
- The bank overlap could be incorrect 
- During a Rod Exchange, an Urgent Failure alarm may or may not occur when AO bank 

temperature control is demanded 
The overall effect is that these issues will inhibit the operator’s ability to timely perform reactivity 
manipulations in a precise and controlled manner. 
 
Specific DRs associated: 5584, 6259, 6302, 6186, and 6267. 
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Secondary control challenges: 
The key drivers for this area are associated with the inability of the automatic control of the secondary 
plant and subsequent operator required action to manually control systems in order to operate the 
plant and prevent automatic actuation of standby components. 
 
Specific DRs associated: 6151, 5655, and 6156. 

Index of Westinghouse Provided Fixes 
The following is a summary of the fixes Westinghouse has considered offering as a  delivery by 8.14.15 
which would alleviate impacts to 10 CFR 55.45.  These fixes would be integrated and tested for a 
deployment date of 8.29.15. 
 
 SCR-DR-5584 (Parts 1, 2, 3, 6)1 - Rod Withdrawal button deselects During Continuous Operation 
 SCR-DR-5597 (Part 3) - Containment Radiation Alarm Reset Points Incorrect 
 SCR-DR-5599 (Parts 3, 5)1 - Unidentified and Identified Leak Rate Always Indicates BAD Data 
 SCR-DR-5627 (Parts 3, 4) - Subcriticality Indication on Critical Safety Function Screen Drops to Bad 

Quality 
 SCR-DR-5643 (Part 4) - VWS-TE079 Point Named Incorrectly 
 SCR-DR-5712 (Part 4) - Calorimetric Data Precision 
 SCR-DR-5813 (Part 3)1 - Nuisance Valve Modulating Status Alarms 
 SCR-DR-5920 (Part 3) - Pressurizer Narrow Range Pressure Does Not Indicate Bottom of Scale 
 SCR-DR-5924 (Part 3) - DRPI Health Screen Alarms for Data Cabinet A and B Crossed 
 SCR-DR-5925 (Part 3) - DRPI Health Screen Incorrect Logic Cabinet Alarms 
 SCR-DR-5968 (Parts 4, 5, 7) - CVS-PT040 does not Provide Proper Protective Functions 
 SCR-DR-6009 (Part 3) - Uncontrolled H/U Indication Incorrect 
 SCR-DR-6030 (Parts 1, 4) - M Banks B & C Reversed on DRPI Health Screen 
 SCR-DR-6078 (Parts 3, 4, 5) - HSS Display does not Include ESOP Discharge Pressure 
 SCR-DR-6089 (Parts 2, 3)1 - NAP for 1/M Intermediate Range Not Functional 
 SCR-DR-6102 (Parts 2, 4, 5, 6) - MA Bank Rods Sometimes Stop at 263 steps during a CRE 
 SCR-DR-6144 (Part 3) - Plant Mode Selector NAP Inconsistent with Procedure 
 SCR-DR-6159 (Part 3)1 - NAPS display issues 
 SCR-DR-6164 (Parts 3, 4) - WPIS Downscale Arrow Absent 
 SCR-DR-6169 (Parts 1, 3, 5) - RSA NAP Does Not Process Failed Channels Correctly 
 SCR-DR-6259 (Part 3)1 - Unexpected Bank Sequence Out of Sequence Alarm 
 SCR-DR-6267 (Parts 3, 5, 6)1 - Urgent Alarm Occurs During Case 2 CRE  
 SCR-DR-6302 (Parts 2, 3, 5)1 - Improper Bank Overlap Occurs when Data Point OCB07CE00C_OUTAV 

Increments Improperly During Startup 
 SCR-DR-6315 (Parts 1, 2, 3, 4, 5)1 - Manual Reactor Trip Alarm Occurred without a Reactor Trip 

Request 
 SCR-DR-6398 (Part 4) - Excitation Transformer Graphic Issue 
 SCR-DR-6409 (Part 4) - Graphic 1805 has reversed rods 
 SCR-DR-6621 (Parts 3, 4, 5)1 - RSA NAP for Power Range Power does not Eliminate Erroneous Input 
 SCR-DR-6651 (Part 3)1 - Inconsistent DPU Alarm Priority Levels 
 SCR-DR-6698 (Parts 3, 4) - Safety Mimic Display for SGS-V255A& B Indicates Bad Quality Following a 

SFW Isolation 
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 Alarm Server update with alarm prioritizations.  This update resolves HED issues such as the CCS 
surge tank leak going unidentified due to excessive alarms1 

 
1These SCR-DRs were identified as impacting 10 CFR 55.45 in the aggregate. 

Index of SNC Generated Fixes 
The following is a summary of the fixes to issues noted in this document that SNC Simulator Staff is in 
the process of testing for deployment.  These fixes will be deployed on 7.18.15.  There are other fixes 
being worked on to support the 7.18.15 load update, but these are in the testing phase. 
 

 SCR-DR-5609 (Part 6) - GSS Header Pressure Response 
 SCR-DR-5910 (Parts 3, 4) - VFD Transformer Temperature 
 SCR-DR-6068 (Parts 1, 6) - WLS-MP-08C improperly Pumps Monitor Tank C 
 SCR-DR-6071 (Part 4) - RCP Stator Temperature Indication off Scale Low at Lower Speeds 
 SCR-DR-6103 (Parts 3, 4) - ECS Penetration Temperature off Scale Low 
 SCR-DR-6126 (Part 6) - WRS Sump Pump B Discharge Pressure Inadequate 
 SCR-DR-6645 (Part 5) - Battery Temperature does not change 
 SCR-DR-6547 (Part 5) - VES Supply Header Pressure Response to Temperature Changes 
 SCR-DR-6634 (Parts 5, 6, 7) - Turbine Bypass Control Valve Control Logic cannot Support Design 

Power Supplies 

Index of Issues Found to be Invalid Post-Study 
The following is a list of the simulator discrepancies assessed in this study which have been found to be 
invalid and the reason they are invalid.  

 SCR-DR-6175 (Parts 3, 4) - Flux doubling difference between divisions 
o Westinghouse reported that this issue was resolved and implemented on the simulators 

prior to shipment last year.  The open items list which came with the simulator was not 
updated to reflect this fix. 

 SCR-DR-5613 (Part 3) - MFP 'B' Alarm Response Differs For Identical Fault 
o Westinghouse asked us to run this again since they could not replicate the fault.  After 

running it, we determined that the issue was indeed non-repeatable.   
 SCR-DR-5583 (Parts 3, 5) - Modeled BEACON Data Cannot Determine Quality 

o This issue was clarified by Westinghouse to be an enhancement and not a discrepancy.  
The current BEACON scope of simulation is correct.  This enhancement was posed by 
Westinghouse during Factory Acceptance Testing and was inadvertently turned over to 
the customer (SNC).  This SCR will be maintained in the simulator discrepancy reporting 
system as SCR-SE-5583 (SE – Simulator Enhancement).  Enhancements by their very 
nature cannot impact 55.45. 
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10 CFR 55.45(a)(1) 
Perform pre-startup procedures for the facility, including operating of those controls associated with 
plant equipment that could affect reactivity. 

Executive Summary 
The team determined that there wasn’t anything in this section which couldn’t be handled by a standard 
three (3) person control room crew.  The individual SCRs listed here do not influence each other with 
respect to safe overall operation of the plant.  From a procedural standpoint, they could be evaluated 
effectively and do not impact safe operations. 

The team believes that there is no negative aggregate impact from these issues that will affect operator 
training or operations in the simulator. 
 
In terms of examination there is still enough of a representative sample that could test operator 
effectiveness. There remains a large population of JPM tasks which could be combined to evaluate this 
otherwise. 

RCP NPSH Curve has Inadequate Range for Operation 
SCR-DR-5577 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-PRI-RCS-005-00 Operate the RCS during 
shutdown/cooldown conditions 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by a Subject Matter Expert (SME).  The current display 
requires finer control by the operators, but the procedures can still be used to successfully accomplish 
the task. 
 
Description 
The Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) minimum Net Positive Suction Head (NPSH) display (60029) shows the 
required Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressures for given RCS temperatures for starting RCPs. The 
display shows the limits based on the instruments used for indication, RCS Wide Range (WR) pressure 
(RCS-PT140A/B/C/D) or Normal Residual Heat Removal System (RNS) pump suction pressure (RNS-
PT011A/B).  
 
The current display only indicates the RNS limits below 275oF. Per RCS Component Control 
Requirements (APP-RCS-M3C-100 Rev. 9) logic sheets RCS-13 and RCS-18, the pressure indication used 
for determining NPSH should be [  ]a,c. Per 
procedure, RNS is placed on service when [  ]a,c.  
  
During the subsequent cooldown and depressurization using RNS, this display does not indicate the 
larger margin allowed for NPSH using the RNS suction pressure above 275oF as the margin to NPSH limits 
using the RCS WR pressure instruments is very small at these lower temperatures and pressures. 
 
Area of Impact 
Decay heat removal (forced circulation) during startup/shutdown 
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Rod Withdrawal button deselects During Continuous Operation 
SCR-DR-5584 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-PLS-003-02 Monitor the Control Rod Drive System 
 
This issue was dispositioned as unacceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC).  A training 
needs analysis was completed. 
 
Description 
During extended rod withdrawals during startups while depressing the rod withdrawal button (UP 
ARROW), the UP ARROW button may un-highlight and momentarily flash gray even though still 
depressed. Rod motion will still occur.  
 
Area of Impact 
Reactivity Management 

Issue with Automatic Control of DST level and Auto Start of Standby Condensate Pump 
SCR-DR-5655 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-SEC-FWS-002-03 Establish level in the DST 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC).  The reasoning 
was that the current controller tuning is the current design.  Hot functional testing would provide as-
built tuning.  However, this issue did contribute to the aggregate impact of sections 3 and 5 with regards 
to secondary plant control. 
 
Description 
During plant startup from Mode 5 to 100% power, the Condensate system pressure would lower to the 
auto start setpoint of the standby Condensate pump. This pressure drop is due to Condensate System 
(CDS) CDS-V022 and CDS-V025 modulating to maintain level in the Deaerated Storage Tank (DST). In 
accordance with reference plant procedures for normal operation, the second condensate pump is 
started at 40-45% power. However, the second condensate pump will have already auto started in the 
heatup and startup procedures, due to the slow response of CDS-V022 and CDS-V025.  
 
Area of Impact 
Plant design deficiency impacts operations during startup 

Model Instability during PZR Fill to Solid 
SCR-DR-5698 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-PRI-CVS-003-04 Operate the Chemical and Volume 
Control System to control the primary system pressure in water solid mode 
 
This issue was dispositioned as unacceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC).  Training Needs 
Analysis was performed under CR 10000465.  Wording from analysis follows. 
 

Added to the DR Global Issues list, this will be briefed to the students at the beginning of the Simulator 
portion of training. Scenario AP-LT-I-SIM-GOPSDCD (Covering GOP-205, Plant Cooldown MODE 3 to MODE 
5) does not train on Solid Plant Operations. 
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Description 
The Liquid Radwaste System (WLS) model is prone to failure during evolutions involving near solid 
pressurizer operations if the Effluent Holdup Tank is filled too rapidly. 
 
Area of Impact 
Difficulty in achieving solid plant operations continuously 

OPDMS RIL Indication Does Not Align to COLR Rev. 0 
SCR-DR-5736 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-PLS-002-03 Control Rods: Verify Sequence and 
Overlap within COLR specifications 
 
This issue was dispositioned as unacceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC).  Training Needs 
Analysis was performed under CR 10000474.  The following is taken from the analysis performed. 
 

As it is currently setup at this time OPDMS uses a setpoint of [  ]a,c steps withdrawn for the rod insertion 
limit (RIL) for the M2 bank at all power levels. There are 2 alarms associated with this RIL to alert the operator, 
which are the following: 
 

1. M2 Bank Insertion Limit Low (RB-M2BK-LO) 
a. Cause is that the affected bank is within [  ]a,c steps of the insertion limit. This is [  ]a,c 

steps withdrawn with the current settings.  
2. M2 Bank Insertion Limit Low 2 (RB-M2BK-LO2) 

a. Cause is that the affected bank is within [  ]a,c steps of the insertion limit. This is [  ]a,c 
steps withdrawn with the current settings. 

 
Looking at these alarms only, it is true that the operator will not be notified until the M2 bank is [  ]a,c steps 
below the RIL listed in the COLR. However, the rod overlap for banks M1 and M2 per the COLR is [  ]a,c steps. 
This means that the M2 bank will not start to insert until the M1 bank is at [  ]a,c steps withdrawn. The lowest 
RIL for the M1 bank is [  ]a,c steps withdrawn ([  ]a,c ). Based on this fact the operating 
crew will never be in a situation where they would be dependent on the Low or Low-2 RIL alarm for the M2 
bank because they would receive the M1 Bank Insertion Low (RB-M1BK-LO) alarm at [  ]a,c steps withdrawn 
on M1 while the M2 bank is still fully withdrawn and above it RIL. Provided the rods are being operated IAW 
the correct overlap and sequence, the first indication the crew will receive that rods are approaching the RILs 
listed in the COLR is the M1 Bank Insertion Low alarm. If rods are allowed to continue to insert the M1 Bank 
Insertion Low 2 alarm will be received at [  ]a,c steps withdrawn and eventually once the M1 bank reaches [ 

 ]a,c steps withdrawn ([  ]a,c) the M2 bank will begin to insert. 
In conclusion, it is my opinion that this Noticeable Difference does not provide negative training since the crew 
should never find themselves in a situation where this would be an issue.  
 
I think it should be pointed out to the crew as a known discrepancy but will not affect operator actions. A list of 
know simulator discrepancies has been started and it is titled the Global DR Book. This should be added to the 
list so students are aware of the difference.  

 
Description 
It is noted that the Core Operating Limits Report (COLR) Rev. 0 Rod Insertion Limit (RIL) for M2 bank at 
all power levels is [  ]a,c Steps (fully withdrawn). The Online Power Distribution Monitoring System 
(OPDMS) Rod Insertion Limit (RIL) display (32420) indicates the RIL for M2 bank is [  ]a,c steps. Further 
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investigation indicates the M2 RIL indication high limit is [  ]a,c steps and therefore cannot indicate 
above this level (determined using point information page instrumentation tab for RB-INSERT-
M2LIM.SV3@NET0). All SD bank indications are capable of indicating a maximum of [  ]a,c steps.  
 
Area of Impact 
Reactivity Management with regards to indication 

DHC Summary - Assembly Move NAP Function Not Functional 
SCR-DR-6022 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-PLS-004-03 Perform decay time surveillance 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) due to the minimal 
training impact this particular NAP has. 
 
Description 
When attempting to simulate fuel assemblies being moved from the core to the Spent Fuel Pool (SFP), it 
was noted that the Decay Heat Calculation (DHC) NAP to maintain the administrative location of fuel 
does not work correctly. On display 40203 the assembly move buttons on the lower right portion 
indicate they are only available when the light DDS-AP-DHC Status indicates it is ACTIVE. [  

 ]a,c. However, when the light indicates INACTIVE the buttons for moving are raised and available. When 
the light changes status to ACTIVE the buttons for moving are grayed out and no longer available. [  

 
 ]a,c. However, fuel cannot be moved from the core into the SFP in any MODE other than MODE 6. 

The light should be driven by the manual input of the Rx vessel head being removed or installed or 
upper internals position on display 40004. 
 
Area of Impact 
Reactivity Management with regards to indication and administration 

M Banks B & C Reversed on DRPI Health Screen 
SCR-DR-6030 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-DDS-001-00 Access plant information using the 
DDS 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) due to the low 
probability of issue impacting operator response. 
 
Description 
The DRPI Health Screen (1805) control rod banks M-B and M-C have the wrong rods listed as being in 
each bank. The rods listed as being M-B are actually M-C and the rods listed for M-C are the M-B rods. 
The correct arrangement of rods is shown in APP-RXS-M3-001 Rev 4 Figure 4-1 as well as on the DRPI M 
Bank screen (11172). 
 
Area of Impact 
Plant indications 
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WLS-MP-08C improperly Pumps Monitor Tank C 
SCR-DR-6068 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-SUP-WLS-002-00 Operate the WLS 
 
Description 
While performing a startup from Mode 6 it was discovered that WLS-MP-08C will not pump Monitor 
tank C around 37 inches. The pump will turn on and occasionally the downstream check valve will 
throttle open and shut but there is little or no evidence of flow. Also, discharge pressure never goes 
above 12-13psig. Normal discharge pressure for the other monitor tank pumps is around [  ]a,c psig. 
 
Note that it does pump when level is above 37 inches as the tank has been pumped down to 37 inches 
successfully. It appears to exhibit strange behavior at 37 inches and below. 
 
Area of Impact 
Correct operation of plant systems 

Excessive SFW Control Valve Cycling 
SCR-DR-6151 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-SEC-FWS-002-01 Monitor SFWS and MFWS system 
and component parameters 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC).  The reasoning 
was that the current controller tuning is the current design.  Hot functional testing would provide as-
built tuning.  However, this issue did contribute to the aggregate impact of sections 3 and 5 with regards 
to secondary plant control. 
 
Description 
At low pressure conditions less than 350 psig, the operator often has to take manual control of Startup 
Feed Water (SFW) control valves due to excessive cycling of the valves. Indicated flow rates range from 
0 to greater than 600 gpm within 10 to 15 second cycles. This requires 100% of the operator’s attention 
until RNS can be placed into service removing cooldown function from the steam dumps.  
 
Area of Impact 
Plant control during startup and shutdown 

RSA NAP Does Not Process Failed Channels Correctly 
SCR-DR-6169 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-PMS-003-00 Monitor System Indications 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) due to multiple 
indications being available.  This issue did impact the aggregate on sections 3 and 5 however. 
 
Description 
The Redundant Sensors Algorithm Application (RSA) driven source range counts on the WPIS displays 
(main, trends, and safety functions) will still reflect an abnormally high value for source range power 
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after a source range channel failure. The RSA NAP should account for the failure and remove it from the 
calculation. 

Area of Impact 
Reactivity management 

Manual Reactor Trip Alarm Occurred without a Reactor Trip Request 
SCR-DR-6315 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-PMS-005-02 Respond to a loss of a PMS 
division or failure of PMS components 
 
Description 
The below failure sequence was performed and the reactor did not trip, but a Reactor Trip alarm was 
received. The alarm was for a Manual Reactor Trip, but a manual Rx Trip was not inserted. A P-4 was not 
received. 
 

 RCS TE122C -> Open Circuit: PMS indicates Low-2 Tcold Cold Leg 2 Bistable Trip with Bad Quality 
& Maintenance Bypass for Division C & PMS Cabinet Fault Alarm for Division C 

 RCS TE122D -> Open Circuit: PMS indicates Low-2 Tcold Cold Leg 2 Bistable Trip with Bad Quality 
& Maintenance Bypass for Division D with other alarms 

 Cold Leg 2 Temperature Low-2 Bypass inserted for Division A. 
 Open the circuit for ECS-TE121B 

 
Manual Reactor Trip Alarm (PMS-RXTR-MA-X0) actuate though none of the PMS divisions indicated that 
a Manual Reactor Trip had been inserted.  PMS-J3-308 shows that the PMS-RXTR-MA alarms should only 
be activated by the Reactor Trip Switches at the PDSP or the RSR. 
 
Area of Impact 
Reactivity Management 
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10 CFR 55.45(a)(2) 
Manipulate the console controls as required to operate the facility between shutdown and designated 
power levels. 

Executive Summary 
Rod control issues during startup were grouped together for analysis (5736, 6089, 6102 and 6302).  The 
letdown heat exchanger issue will impact startup due to its need to be manipulated by the Balance of 
Plant (BOP) operator at the same time (6158). Crews that plan ahead will be prepared for this 
combination of issues but the study also looked at a crew that isn’t planning ahead appropriately.  There 
are some procedural controls in place to prevent these issues from manifesting, but the need to 
continue to strengthen our procedures remains.  
 
All rod control issues in this section will apply during plant startup.  Analysis took into account if the 
controls manipulated during startup with these rod control issues encroach on the ability to safely 
operate.  The 1/M plot may be performed manually by procedure so that wasn’t determined an issue.  
Issues with the Rod Insertion Limit screen are mitigated because the COLR has precedence over a 
graphic.  Operators understand that the COLR is the definitive document on Rod Insertion Limits.   
 
A concern with this particular combination of issues potentially disrupting operational analysis, decision 
making, and action was mitigated during the analysis by a belief that the crews will be able to handle 
these issues effectively (rod control group with letdown heat exchanger issue). 
 
The issues with rods out of sequence alarms occurring were analyzed for operation impact during a 
startup. If a startup is occurring and a rod out of sequence alarm actuates, the operator may just stop 
and say that there won’t be a rods out of sequence during this start up and subsequently commence a 
shutdown and retry.  Since this is an identified issue, the instructor would have to intervene to continue 
the startup.   
 
For the aggregate study, an assumption was made that these issues will not manifest simultaneously or 
in a combination such that the students cannot dissipate the alarms in the proper order without putting 
rods to manual.  This is backed up by nearly a year of simulator operation.  These issues have been 
identified one at a time over a period of time.  There is a need for additional reinforcement of the skills 
required for the task due to these issues.  The instructors will need to provide additional information to 
the students in order to effectively deal with a situation like this in the course of their training program.  
The study recognized the risk, but determined depending on additional skill reinforcement could safely 
be done.  Just because it is hard, doesn’t mean that it couldn’t happen safely.  The simulator allows this 
to be done safely, regardless of difficulty.  

Rod Withdrawal button deselects During Continuous Operation 
SCR-DR-5584 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-PLS-003-02 Monitor the Control Rod Drive System 
 
This issue was dispositioned as unacceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC).  A training 
needs analysis was completed. 
 
Description 
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During extended rod withdrawals during startups while depressing the rod withdrawal button (UP 
ARROW), the UP ARROW button may un-highlight and momentarily flash gray even though still 
depressed. Rod motion will still occur.  
 
Area of Impact 
Reactivity Management 

Issue with Automatic Control of DST level and Auto Start of Standby Condensate Pump 
SCR-DR-5655 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-SEC-FWS-002-03 Establish level in the DST 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC).  The reasoning 
was that the current controller tuning is the current design.  Hot functional testing would provide as-
built tuning.  However, this issue did contribute to the aggregate impact of sections 3 and 5 with regards 
to secondary plant control. 
 
Description 
During plant startup from Mode 5 to 100% power, the Condensate system pressure would lower to the 
auto start setpoint of the standby Condensate pump. This pressure drop is due to Condensate System 
(CDS) CDS-V022 and CDS-V025 modulating to maintain level in the Deaerated Storage Tank (DST). In 
accordance with reference plant procedures for normal operation, the second condensate pump is 
started at 40-45% power. However, the second condensate pump will have already auto started in the 
heatup and startup procedures, due to the slow response of CDS-V022 and CDS-V025.  
 
Area of Impact 
Plant design deficiency impacts operations during startup 

OPDMS RIL Indication Does Not Align to COLR Rev. 0 
SCR-DR-5736 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-PLS-002-03 Control Rods: Verify Sequence and 
Overlap within COLR specifications 
 
This issue was dispositioned as unacceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC).  Training Needs 
Analysis was performed under CR 10000474.  The following is taken from the analysis performed. 
 

As it is currently setup at this time OPDMS uses a setpoint of [  ]a,c steps withdrawn for the rod insertion 
limit (RIL) for the M2 bank at all power levels. There are 2 alarms associated with this RIL to alert the operator, 
which are the following: 
 
1. M2 Bank Insertion Limit Low (RB-M2BK-LO) 

a. Cause is that the affected bank is within [  ]a,c steps of the insertion limit. This is [  ]a,c 
steps withdrawn with the current settings.  

2. M2 Bank Insertion Limit Low 2 (RB-M2BK-LO2) 
a. Cause is that the affected bank is within [  ]a,c steps of the insertion limit. This is [  ]a,c 

steps withdrawn with the current settings. 
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Looking at these alarms only, it is true that the operator will not be notified until the M2 bank is [  ]a,c steps 
below the RIL listed in the COLR. However, the rod overlap for banks M1 and M2 per the COLR is [  ]a,c steps. 
This means that the M2 bank will not start to insert until the M1 bank is at [  ]a,c steps withdrawn. The lowest 
RIL for the M1 bank is [  ]a,c steps withdrawn ([  ]a,c ). Based on this fact the operating 
crew will never be in a situation where they would be dependent on the Low or Low-2 RIL alarm for the M2 
bank because they would receive the M1 Bank Insertion Low (RB-M1BK-LO) alarm at [  ]a,c steps withdrawn 
on M1 while the M2 bank is still fully withdrawn and above it RIL. Provided the rods are being operated IAW 
the correct overlap and sequence, the first indication the crew will receive that rods are approaching the RILs 
listed in the COLR is the M1 Bank Insertion Low alarm. If rods are allowed to continue to insert the M1 Bank 
Insertion Low 2 alarm will be received at [  ]a,c steps withdrawn and eventually once the M1 bank reaches [ 

 ]a,c steps withdrawn ([  ]a,c) the M2 bank will begin to insert. 
In conclusion, it is my opinion that this Noticeable Difference does not provide negative training since the crew 
should never find themselves in a situation where this would be an issue.  
 
I think it should be pointed out to the crew as a known discrepancy but will not affect operator actions. A list of 
know simulator discrepancies has been started and it is titled the Global DR Book. This should be added to the 
list so students are aware of the difference.  

 
Description 
It is noted that the Core Operating Limits Report (COLR) Rev. 0 Rod Insertion Limit (RIL) for M2 bank at 
all power levels is [  ]a,c Steps (fully withdrawn). The Online Power Distribution Monitoring System 
(OPDMS) Rod Insertion Limit (RIL) display (32420) indicates the RIL for M2 bank is [  ]a,c steps. Further 
investigation indicates the M2 RIL indication high limit is [  ]a,c steps and therefore cannot indicate 
above this level (determined using point information page instrumentation tab for RB-INSERT-
M2LIM.SV3@NET0). All SD bank indications are capable of indicating a maximum of [  ]a,c steps.  
 
Area of Impact 
Reactivity Management with regards to indication 

NAP for 1/M Intermediate Range Not Functional 
SCR-DR-6089 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-PRO-GEN-014-00 Perform an Inverse Count Rate Plot 
using GOP-307 
 
This issue was dispositioned as unacceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC).  Training Needs 
Analysis was performed.  It also was determined to impact the third section of 55.45 in the aggregate. 
 
Description 
The intermediate range 1/M plot NAP does not work. Once P-6 (Permissive 6) was blocked and source 
range de-energized, the operator no longer had a 1/M plot generated. 
 
Area of Impact 
Reactivity Management 

MA Bank Rods Sometimes Stop at 263 steps during a CRE 
SCR-DR-6102 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-PLS-003-06 Perform grey rod exchange 
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Description 
The plant control system operating procedure allows for a case 1 Control Rod Exchange in the event that 
Case 2 is not functioning. With MA rods at 234 steps and AO rods in manual at 218 steps, the AO rods 
were stepped into [  ]a,c steps, which will drive MA out. The MA rods stopped at 263 steps, with an 
outward demand still in. The audible rod clicking stopped as well.  
 
If the CRE is still continued in accordance with the procedure, MD will step into the core and MA will 
remain at [  ]a,c. This generates a “Rods out of sequence alarm”.  
 
Area of Impact 
Reactivity Management 

Excessive SFW Control Valve Cycling 
SCR-DR-6151 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-SEC-FWS-002-01 Monitor SFWS and MFWS system 
and component parameters 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC).  The reasoning 
was that the current controller tuning is the current design.  Hot functional testing would provide as-
built tuning.  However, this issue did contribute to the aggregate impact of sections 3 and 5 with regards 
to secondary plant control. 
 
Description 
At low pressure conditions less than 350 psig, the operator often has to take manual control of Startup 
Feed Water (SFW) control valves due to excessive cycling of the valves. Indicated flow rates range from 
0 to greater than 600 gpm within 10 to 15 second cycles. This requires 100% of the operator’s attention 
until RNS can be placed into service removing cooldown function from the steam dumps.  
 
Area of Impact 
Plant control during startup and shutdown 

Audible Rod Step Skips 
SCR-DR-6186 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-PLS-003-01 Monitor the reactor power control 
system 
 
This issue was dispositioned as unacceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC).  A training 
needs analysis was performed under CR 10025690. 
 

Explain/Brief students prior to beginning a simulator training phase or segment.  Update a “SIMULATOR 
TRAINING STUDENT HANDOUT” (example is attached) and file in the “Operator Aids” notebook.  Reference 
the SIMULATOR TRAINING STUDENT HANDOUT in each sim guide. 

Description 
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During outward rod motion, the audible step counter randomly can have an extra second pause in it 
with rod motion continuing.  The step counter indication does not update at the same rate as the 
audible cue occurs. 
 
Area of Impact 
Reactivity management 

Improper Bank Overlap Occurs when Data Point OCB07CE00C_OUTAV Increments 
Improperly During Startup 
SCR-DR-6302 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-PLS-002-03 Control Rods: Verify Sequence and 
Overlap within COLR specifications 
 
Description 
An Ovation data point in rod control is initially set to 0 when the Digital Rod Control System (DRCS) is 
reset. However, during SD1 withdrawal, OCB07CE00C_OUTAV (the Ovation data point) will increment to 
a value of 2 and then stay at this value.  This data point is only supposed to increment for inward rod 
motion during M bank rod movement.  The end result is that bank overlap will be incorrect if not 
manually corrected in Ovation. 
 
Area of Impact
Reactivity Management 

Manual Reactor Trip Alarm Occurred without a Reactor Trip Request 
SCR-DR-6315 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-PMS-005-02 Respond to a loss of a PMS 
division or failure of PMS components 
 
Description 
The below failure sequence was performed and the reactor did not trip, but a Reactor Trip alarm was 
received. The alarm was for a Manual Reactor Trip, but a manual Rx Trip was not inserted. A P-4 was not 
received. 
 

 RCS TE122C -> Open Circuit: PMS indicates Low-2 Tcold Cold Leg 2 Bistable Trip with Bad Quality 
& Maintenance Bypass for Division C & PMS Cabinet Fault Alarm for Division C 

 RCS TE122D -> Open Circuit: PMS indicates Low-2 Tcold Cold Leg 2 Bistable Trip with Bad Quality 
& Maintenance Bypass for Division D with other alarms 

 Cold Leg 2 Temperature Low-2 Bypass inserted for Division A. 
 Open the circuit for ECS-TE121B 

 
Manual Reactor Trip Alarm (PMS-RXTR-MA-X0) actuate though none of the PMS divisions indicated that 
a Manual Reactor Trip had been inserted.  PMS-J3-308 shows that the PMS-RXTR-MA alarms should only 
be activated by the Reactor Trip Switches at the PDSP or the RSR. 
 
Area of Impact 
Reactivity Management 
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10 CFR 55.45(a)(3) 
Identify annunciators and condition-indicating signals and perform appropriate remedial actions where 
appropriate. 

Executive Summary 
The 1/M NAP issues (DR-6089) was determined to be mitigated by the manual performance option.  The 
issues with NAP Surveillance screen (DR-6159) is not a screen any of the operators use or are trained to 
use. 
 
Excessive valve modulating status alarms (DR-5813) challenges the operation of the plant by the 
operators.  There are overabundances of these alarms which come in that require operator attention.  
Additionally, there is a risk of desensitizing operators to alarms which may ultimately be important in 
the plant during testing, but are not important in the simulator during training.  The Initial Test Program 
will occur in the plant and not the simulator. 
 
The indication issues and the alarm issues combined are significant enough to conclude that they will 
impact operation in the aggregate.  The magnitude and influx of alarms and indications (especially when 
the indications and the alarms are not aligned) is too great to mitigate.  Training may be able steer the 
operators to properly prioritize the information, but ultimately this is not a preferred way to train.  
Operators can’t be permitted to operate differently in the plant than the simulator.  This is 
unacceptable.   

VCS fan response due to loss of power 
SCR-DR-216 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-VNT-VCS-002-01 Monitor the VCS parameters 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) due to the 
existence of a design change CAPAL 100044029 and current documentation states that the behavior is 
correct. 
 
Description 
During normal operations, the “A” and “B” Containment Cooling System (VCS) fans are running in fast 
speed. Under a loss of power condition, the “A” VCS fan will trip and the “C” VCS fan should 
automatically start in fast speed at a low flow setpoint on VCS-FT010C. This was not observed on the 
STS. The “A” VCS fan does trip, but the “C” VCS fan does not auto start at a low flow. VCS-FT010C reads 0 
cfm.  
 
Area of Impact 
Containment cooling operations 

EDS Power Supply Assignments to PLS/DDS Cabinets Incomplete 
SCR-DR-5546 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO tasks: 
RO-LT-R-EDS.001 Monitor the Non Class 1E DC and UPS system (EDS) for proper operation 
RO-LT-R-EDS.004 Respond to a loss of EDS DC power 
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This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC).  SMEs determined 
that the current power supply arrangement was adequate to teach since it is per design documentation.  
Power supplies are an item that will be continuously taught as they are updated and changed. 
 
Description 
A loss of individual Non Class 1E DC and UPS System (EDS) busses will result in incomplete system 
response. Some Ovation drops are not dynamically powered by the EDS model but are powered by a 
permanently energized model constant (specifically DPU047, DPU048, and DPU044).  The load lists for 
the STS do not assign a power supply to all the Ovation drops so there is no plant design data to insert 
into the simulator. 

Area of Impact 
Effective plant response to loss of power 

Modeled BEACON Data Cannot Determine Quality 
SCR-DR-5583
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task: RO-INC-IIS-004-00 Determine functionality of the On-line 
Power Distribution Monitoring System 
 
Description 
Failure of the BEACON Data Processing (BDP) NAP causes the manual override signal originated by BDP 
to have BAD quality as expected. The BAD indication is passed through the BEACON operability 
calculations in the Plant State Monitoring (PST) NAP and appears on the OPDMS displays as 'operable' 
with BAD quality. Failure of the BDP application will cause BEACON to indicate ‘inoperable’ in the 
reference unit.  However, the current STS scope of limitation has the BEACON outputs driven by the core 
model.  There is currently no ability to pass quality over the interface for outputs. Inputs are not taken 
from the BDP NAP but from other plant process data. The core model does not know the status of the 
BDP NAP. The core model does not pass operability information. 
 
Area of Impact 
Plant control 

Rod Withdrawal button deselects During Continuous Operation 
SCR-DR-5584 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-PLS-003-02 Monitor the Control Rod Drive System 
 
This issue was dispositioned as unacceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC).  A training 
needs analysis was completed. 
 
Description 
During extended rod withdrawals during startups while depressing the rod withdrawal button (UP 
ARROW), the UP ARROW button may un-highlight and momentarily flash gray even though still 
depressed. Rod motion will still occur.  
 
Area of Impact 
Reactivity Management 
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Containment Radiation Alarm Reset Points Incorrect 
SCR-DR-5597 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task: RO-INC-RMS-003-07 Startup and operate a containment 
high-range area radiation monitor (safety related) 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Subject Matter Expert (SME).  Current training material 
does not include scenarios where radiation levels would be dropping inside of containment therefore 
would not expect the alarms to clear. Add to known issues list for instructor knowledge until final fix 
available. 
 
Description 
The current high setpoint and deadband combinations for Passive Core Cooling System (PXS) PXS-RY160, 
RY161, RY162, and RY163 do not allow for the High-1 and High-2 alarms to clear.  
 
Area of Impact 
Radiation control 

Pressurizer Heater Current Indicates BAD Quality at Limits 
SCR-DR-5598 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task: RO-PRI-RCS-003-03 Operate the pressurizer level control 
system in manual and automatic 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Subject Matter Expert (SME).  This issue was 
dispositioned as acceptable because the SME determined that the issue did not impact any operator 
actions during training or examination. 
 
Description 
RCS-EH-04A-1-AMPB indicates 0 and BAD quality when the PZR backup heaters are off. It indicates 100 
and BAD quality when the backup heaters are on. This applies for 04B, 04C, 04D points as well. All points 
can be viewed on Ovation display 33001. 
 
The control heaters (RCS-EH-03-1-AMPB) will display BAD quality at a value of 0 when they are off. 
These heaters are typically at some value other than 0 or 100 and the quality is good, however, it seems 
to have the same issue as the backup heaters at the limits. 
 
Area of Impact 
Plant control 

Unidentified and Identified Leak Rate Always Indicates BAD Data 
SCR-DR-5599 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-PRO-AOP-053-00 Respond to a Reactor Coolant Leak 
using AOP-112 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by a Subject Matter Expert (SME).  The use of an automated 
leak rate did not impact current operator training.  However, this issue was determined to impact this 
section of 55.45 in the aggregate collection of indication issues. 
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Description 
The Leak Rate Monitor (LRM) has BAD quality point indication for the Identified and Unidentified leak 
rates. They never change to good quality and indicate BAD when using the on demand leak rate 
calculation. 

Area of Impact 
Plant control 

Low Flow Alarm on TCS-FT007 Occurs Earlier than Expected 
SCR-DR-5603 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  AP-LT-R-TCS.003 Monitor the TCS 
 
This issue was dispositioned as unacceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC).  Training Needs 
Analysis was performed under CR 10000466.  Information sharing of the discrepancy was selected as the 
solution to this issue. 
 
Description 
A low flow alarm occurs on Turbine Building Closed Cooling Water System (TCS) TCS-FT007 at 
approximately 80% power during a down power evolution which is earlier than SMEs expected. 
 
Area of Impact 
Plant control 

MFP 'B' Alarm Response Differs For Identical Fault  
SCR-DR-5613 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-SEC-FWS-002-01 Monitor SFWS and MFWS system 
and component parameters 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC). 
 
Description 
A spurious trip of Main Feed Pump (MFP) 'B' responds differently than the on MFPs 'A' or 'C'. A spurious 
trip of MFP 'A' or 'C'’s respective supply breaker will cause three alarms: FWS-FT011A/C, FWS-FT012A/C 
and Feedwater Pump Control Status 1. The flow transmitter alarms are automatically taken to Cutout 
(CO) by the Alarm Presentation System (APS) and removed from the typical screens available to the 
operator but the control status alarm remains. When MFP 'B' has a spurious trip inserted on the supply 
breaker, 2 alarms are received: FWS-FT011B and FWS-FT012B. Since both of these alarms are 
automatically taken to CO the only indication is an audible noise from APS with no visual cue as to what 
caused the alarm. This results in a spurious trip of MFP 'B' supply breaker indicating exactly the same as 
if an operator took the controller to STOP. 
 
Area of Impact 
Plant control 
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Unexpected Response of Alarm Cutout of RWS Pressure Alarms 
SCR-DR-5621 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  AP-RO-ADM.015 Respond to alarms using the Alarm 
Presentation System (APS) 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC).  The SMEs 
determined that adding this issue to the known issues list was adequate.  The student would be aware 
of the issue’s existence if it ever manifested and there are a very few number of pumps which cause this 
to occur. 
 
Description 
The Raw Water System (RWS) pump discharge pressures P003A/B/C (associated with pumps RWS-MP-
02A/B/C) each have a Low-1 alarm setpoint at 66 psig that is only active when the pump is running (i.e., 
alarm is cutout when the associated pump is off). However an audible nuisance alarm occurs whenever 
the operators take normal action on these pumps.  
 
This “ghost alarm” occurs also during normal operation of CCS-MP-01A/B. 
 
Area of Impact 
Plant control 

Pressurizer Pressure Out of Range Indication Not Properly Displayed 
SCR-DR-5623 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-PRI-RCS-003-02 Operate the RCS/pressurizer pressure 
master controller in manual and automatic 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) due to the isolated 
nature of the issue.  However, this issue was found to impact operator indications in the aggregate. 
 
Description 
The Primary Dedicated Safety Panel (PDSP) Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Parameters of Pressurizer  
Pressure (PT191A-D) stops lowering at [  ]a,c psig but a low out of range arrow does not display 
indicating bottom of range. 
 
Area of Impact 
Plant control 

Subcriticality Indication on Critical Safety Function Screen Drops to Bad Quality 
SCR-DR-5627 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-PRO-EOP-031-00 Implement and evaluate Critical 
Safety Function Status trees using CSF-F-0 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) due to the ability 
to continue safe training with issue present. 
 
Description 
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The Nuclear Application (NAP) point DDS-SPD31-X0 randomly cycles to magenta bad quality due to DDS-
RSA3J-J1 driving into bad quality. The result of the former point going bad quality is subcriticality and 
reactivity control display on the Critical Safety Function Wall Panel Information System (WPIS) screen 
goes magenta.  
 
Area of Impact 
Reactivity Management with regards to indication 

Issue with Automatic Control of DST level and Auto Start of Standby Condensate Pump 
SCR-DR-5655 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-SEC-FWS-002-03 Establish level in the DST 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC).  The reasoning 
was that the current controller tuning is the current design.  Hot functional testing would provide as-
built tuning.  However, this issue did contribute to the aggregate impact of sections 3 and 5 with regards 
to secondary plant control. 
 
Description 
During plant startup from Mode 5 to 100% power, the Condensate system pressure would lower to the 
auto start setpoint of the standby Condensate pump. This pressure drop is due to Condensate System 
(CDS) CDS-V022 and CDS-V025 modulating to maintain level in the Deaerated Storage Tank (DST). In 
accordance with reference plant procedures for normal operation, the second condensate pump is 
started at 40-45% power. However, the second condensate pump will have already auto started in the 
heatup and startup procedures, due to the slow response of CDS-V022 and CDS-V025.  
 
Area of Impact 
Plant design deficiency impacts operations during startup 

Degasifier Level Alarm Limits 
SCR-DR-5686 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-SUP-WLS-002-00 Operate the WLS 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) due to minimal 
impact on training. 
 
Description
CVS-M3C-100 Rev 8 states that Liquid Radwaste System (WLS) WLS-LICA-016 High-3 is the degasifier 
level setpoint that controls the operation of letdown. The control circuit is working as described, 
however the Point Information Limits show only High-1 has a value of [  ]a,c. 
 
Area of Impact 
Plant control 

PMS Mimic Screens 
SCR-DR-5689 
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This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-DDS-001-00 Access plant information using the 
DDS 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) since the screens 
are mimics.  However, the study determined that this issue affects this section in the aggregate due to 
the other indication issues. 
 
Description 
PMS Mimic screens on Ovation do not reflect what is shown on the associated PDSP. This is especially 
true when there is any FAULT condition shown on the PDSP. 
 
Area of Impact 
Plant control 

OPDMS RIL Indication Does Not Align to COLR Rev. 0 
SCR-DR-5736
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-PLS-002-03 Control Rods: Verify Sequence and 
Overlap within COLR specifications 
 
This issue was dispositioned as unacceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC).  Training Needs 
Analysis was performed under CR 10000474.  The following is taken from the analysis performed. 
 

As it is currently setup at this time OPDMS uses a setpoint of [  ]a,c steps withdrawn for the rod insertion 
limit (RIL) for the M2 bank at all power levels. There are 2 alarms associated with this RIL to alert the operator, 
which are the following: 
 
1. M2 Bank Insertion Limit Low (RB-M2BK-LO) 

a. Cause is that the affected bank is within [  ]a,c steps of the insertion limit. This is [  ]a,c 
steps withdrawn with the current settings.  

2. M2 Bank Insertion Limit Low 2 (RB-M2BK-LO2) 
a. Cause is that the affected bank is within [  ]a,c steps of the insertion limit. This is [  ]a,c 

steps withdrawn with the current settings. 
 

Looking at these alarms only, it is true that the operator will not be notified until the M2 bank is [  ]a,c steps 
below the RIL listed in the COLR. However, the rod overlap for banks M1 and M2 per the COLR is [  ]a,c steps. 
This means that the M2 bank will not start to insert until the M1 bank is at [  ]a,c steps withdrawn. The lowest 
RIL for the M1 bank is [  ]a,c steps withdrawn ([  ]a,c ). Based on this fact the operating 
crew will never be in a situation where they would be dependent on the Low or Low-2 RIL alarm for the M2 
bank because they would receive the M1 Bank Insertion Low (RB-M1BK-LO) alarm at [  ]a,c steps withdrawn 
on M1 while the M2 bank is still fully withdrawn and above it RIL. Provided the rods are being operated IAW 
the correct overlap and sequence, the first indication the crew will receive that rods are approaching the RILs 
listed in the COLR is the M1 Bank Insertion Low alarm. If rods are allowed to continue to insert the M1 Bank 
Insertion Low 2 alarm will be received at [  ]a,c steps withdrawn and eventually once the M1 bank reaches [ 

 ]a,c steps withdrawn ([  ]a,c) the M2 bank will begin to insert. 
In conclusion, it is my opinion that this Noticeable Difference does not provide negative training since the crew 
should never find themselves in a situation where this would be an issue.  
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I think it should be pointed out to the crew as a known discrepancy but will not affect operator actions. A list of 
know simulator discrepancies has been started and it is titled the Global DR Book. This should be added to the 
list so students are aware of the difference.  

 
Description 
It is noted that the Core Operating Limits Report (COLR) Rev. 0 Rod Insertion Limit (RIL) for M2 bank at 
all power levels is [  ]a,c Steps (fully withdrawn). The Online Power Distribution Monitoring System 
(OPDMS) Rod Insertion Limit (RIL) display (32420) indicates the RIL for M2 bank is [  ]a,c steps. Further 
investigation indicates the M2 RIL indication high limit is [  ]a,c steps and therefore cannot indicate 
above this level (determined using point information page instrumentation tab for RB-INSERT-
M2LIM.SV3@NET0). All SD bank indications are capable of indicating a maximum of [  ]a,c steps.  
 
Area of Impact 
Reactivity Management with regards to indication 

Nuisance Valve Modulating Status Alarms 
SCR-DR-5813 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  AP-RO-ADM.015 Respond to alarms using the Alarm 
Presentation System (APS) 
 
Description 
The following valves modulations alarms cause an excessive nuisance.  
 

 Spray Valves (RCS-V110A & B) 
 MFW Control Valves (SGS-V250A & B) 
 SFW Control Valves (SGS-V255A & B) 

 
Area of Impact 
Plant Control 

Unexpected VRS High Rad Alarm 
SCR-DR-5828 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-VNT-VRS-005-01 Respond to Radwaste building HVAC 
system alarms 
 
This issue was dispositioned as unacceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC).  Training Needs 
Analysis was performed under CR 10025682.  The analysis came to the conclusion that all radiation 
alarms should be treated as valid. 
 
Description 
When ES-1 is re-energized by the diesel sequencer after a loss of power incident, the Radwaste Building 
HVAC System (VRS) VRS-RY023 high radiation alarm will actuate.  During this actuation, process flow 
through VRS is unavailable per design.  Only the detector receives power. 
 
Area of Impact 
Radiation Control 
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VFD Transformer Temperature 
SCR-DR-5910 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-PRI-RCS-005-01 Operate RCP VFDs 
 
Description 
ECS-EV-X1-TMPC points associated with the VFD hottest cell parameters are not being driven by the 
models.  They are a constant value.  
 
Area of Impact 
Plant Operations 

Print Feature from NAP non-functional 
SCR-DR-5913 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  AP-RO-ADM.020.07 Document surveillance test in log 
book 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) due to minimal 
training impact. 
 
Description 
While performing surveillance procedure "Incore Detector Comparison to Nuclear Instrument Channel 
Axial Flux Difference", the select PRINT SURVEILLANCE REPORT does not result in a printout.  
 
Area of Impact 
Plant response – this prevents or impacts the performance of most Surveillance Tests 

VHS Rad Monitor Response to Loss of Process Flow 
SCR-DR-5914 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-VNT-VHS-005-01 Respond to health physics and hot 
machine shop HVAC alarms 
 
This issue was dispositioned as unacceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC).  Training Needs 
Analysis was performed under CR 10025682.  The analysis came to the conclusion that all radiation 
alarms should be treated as valid. 
 
Description 
Health Physics and Hot Machine Shop HVAC System (VHS) VHS-RE001 goes up by 4 decades in 10 
minutes on a loss of process flow. This gives a Priority 1 alarm on VHS and RADIATION MONITORING.  
 
Area of Impact 
Radiation Control 

Pressurizer Narrow Range Pressure Does Not Indicate Bottom of Scale  
SCR-DR-5920 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-PRI-RCS-003-02 Operate the RCS/pressurizer pressure 
master controller in manual and automatic 
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This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) due to minimal 
impact on training. 

Description 
With RCS pressure less than [  ]a,c psig, the WPIS for Mode 1-4 does not indicate the instrument is 
bottom of scale via graphical down arrow. 
 
Area of Impact 
Plant Control 

CDS-TE040A/B Range is Inadequate 
SCR-DR-5921 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-SEC-BDS-005-07 Verify automatic blowdown isolation 
upon high-2 temperature in heat exchanger shell outlet (CDS fluid) or high-2 DST level 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) since an open item 
exists in the design documentation. 
 
Description 
When the condensate outlet of the blowdown heat exchanger temperature element is failed high the 
blowdown flow remains un-isolated. The high-2 temperature ([  ]a,c) should isolate blowdown flow 
in accordance with APP-CDS-M3C-101 Rev 3. However, the range of the instrument (CDS-T-040A/B) 
listed in APP-CDS-M3C-101 Rev 3 is [  ]a,c which would never allow blowdown isolation on 
high temperature. 
  
Area of Impact 
Plant Control 

DRPI Health Screen Alarms for Data Cabinet A and B Crossed 
SCR-DR-5924 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-DDS-001-00 Access plant information using the 
DDS 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) 
 
Description 
The Digital Rod Position Indication (DRPI) Health screen (1805) has the following Data Cabinet alarms 
looking at the wrong point: 

1) "A (-15V)" is looking at RM-DATAB4-ALM.SV3 and it should be looking at DATAA4 
2) "A (+15V)" is looking at RM-DATAB3-ALM.SV3 and it should be looking at DATAA3 
3) "B (-15V)" is looking at RM-DATAA4-ALM.SV3 and it should be looking at DATAB4 
4) "B (+15V)" is looking at RM-DATAA3-ALM.SV3 and it should be looking at DATAB3 
 
Area of Impact 
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Plant Control 

DRPI Health Screen Incorrect Logic Cabinet Alarms 
SCR-DR-5925 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-DDS-001-00 Access plant information using the 
DDS 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) 
 
Description 
The DRPI Health Screen (1805) should have the following Logic Cabinet Alarms with associated points: 
 
1) "A (-15V)" point number RM-DCLON15VA-ALM.SV3 
2) "A (+15V)" point number RM-DCLOP15VA-ALM.SV3 
3) "B (-15V)" point number RM-DCLON15VB-ALM.SV3 
4) "B (+15V)" point number RM-DCLOP15VB-ALM.SV3 
 
Area of Impact 
Plant Control 

Containment Recirculation Actuation Indication Issue 
SCR-DR-5972 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-PMS-003-00 Monitor System Indications 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) due to minimal 
impact on training. 
 
Description 
Once containment recirculation is actuated, the actuation indication for Divisions C and D did not have 
the white box with an X on the ESF Act Status Screen for the divisional PDSPs or the Non-Safety 
Operational Overview screen (33020). The individual PMS division screen for CNMT Recirc actuation 
(IRWST/INJT Recirc) did show that it had been actuated on all 4 divisions. 
 
Area of Impact 
Verifying plant response 

Uncontrolled H/U Indication Incorrect
SCR-DR-6009 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-PRO-GEN-008-00 Perform Plant Cooldown From 
Mode 5 to Refueling Mode using GOP-206 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) due to minimal 
impact on training and a method being available to energize the light. 
 
Description 
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The "Uncontrol HU or CD" (point DDS-SSF28-X0) indication on screen 60032 does not appear to change 
whether RCS temps are stable or changing.  The only time the point driving the uncontrolled HU/CD 
indication would change state was when the Plant Mode Control (Screen 40003) was cycled to Manual 
Mode 4 during a RCS heatup IC in Mode 4. The controller was then cycled back to Auto and that 
uncontrolled HU/CD light energized. These same actions were repeated with a 100% steady-state IC, 
mode 5 IC and mode 3 IC without any changes in the indication.  
 
Area of Impact 
Plant indications 

DHC Summary - Assembly Move NAP Function Not Functional 
SCR-DR-6022 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-PLS-004-03 Perform decay time surveillance 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) due to the minimal 
training impact this particular NAP has. 
 
Description 
When attempting to simulate fuel assemblies being moved from the core to the Spent Fuel Pool (SFP), it 
was noted that the Decay Heat Calculation (DHC) NAP to maintain the administrative location of fuel 
does not work correctly. On display 40203 the assembly move buttons on the lower right portion 
indicate they are only available when the light DDS-AP-DHC Status indicates it is ACTIVE. This light is 
driven off of the automatic mode selector and is INACTIVE when in MODES 1&2 and ACTIVE in MODES 3-
6. However, when the light indicates INACTIVE the buttons for moving are raised and available. When 
the light changes status to ACTIVE the buttons for moving are grayed out and no longer available. The 
light being active or inactive is currently driven by the auto mode selector and becomes active in MODES 
3-6. However, fuel cannot be moved from the core into the SFP in any MODE other than MODE 6. The 
light should be driven by the manual input of the Rx vessel head being removed or installed or upper 
internals position on display 40004. 
 
Area of Impact 
Reactivity Management with regards to indication and administration 

RCP Vibration Alarm Naming 
SCR-DR-6025 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-PRI-RCS-008-00 ****Respond to RCS alarms 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) due to minimal 
impact on training. 
 
Description 
Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) Vibration alarms are received at [  ]a,c. When 
looking at the individual RCP display (12105 for example) the bottom right corner has a light indication 
that displays "RCP 1A Vibration" and is grayed out when no alarming condition is met. When any 
vibration monitor goes above [  ]a,c mils the light will illuminate and change to "RCP 1A High-1". When 
the H2 setpoint is reached the light [  ]a,c alarm 
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even though the H2 alarm is a Pri-2 alarm. The small button poke next to the light will also be available 
and will provide indication that both the H1 and H2 alarms are in. The point identifier is a good 
indication that these alarms are HIGH alarm (have H1 or H2 in the identifier). However, the Point 
information has L1 and L2 in the descriptions for the H1 and H2 alarms. This is an error likely naming 
convention as the L1 and L2 could mislead assumptions to LOW1 and LOW2. 
 
Area of Impact 
Plant Control 

HSS Display does not Include ESOP Discharge Pressure 
SCR-DR-6078 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-SUP-HSS-002-00 Operate the HSS 
 
This issue was dispositioned as unacceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC).  Training Needs 
Analysis was performed under CR 10039655.  The analysis determined information sharing was the 
appropriate method to address this issue. 
 
Description 
Hydrogen Seal Oil System (HSS) HSS-MP02 discharge pressure HSS-PT017 is not on the HSS display 
(15100).  APP-HSS-M6-001 Rev 2 indicates that the transmitter should have an available point reference 
in ovation (PT-017 has a box with PIA - Pressure Indication/Alarm).  
 
Area of Impact 
Plant Control 

NAP for 1/M Intermediate Range Not Functional 
SCR-DR-6089 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-PRO-GEN-014-00 Perform an Inverse Count Rate Plot 
using GOP-307 
 
This issue was dispositioned as unacceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC).  Training Needs 
Analysis was performed.  It also was determined to impact the third section of 55.45 in the aggregate. 
 
Description 
The intermediate range 1/M plot NAP does not work. Once P-6 (Permissive 6) was blocked and source 
range de-energized, the operator no longer had a 1/M plot generated. 
 
Area of Impact 
Reactivity Management 

ECS Penetration Temperature off Scale Low 
SCR-DR-6103 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  AP-LT-R-ECS.005 Monitor the ECS 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) due to minimal 
training impact. 
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Description 
ECS penetration temperature reading is off scale low on display 22503. This is for the penetration to 
containment for the power cables for the RCPs as indicated on ECS-TE001A/B and TE002A/B which 
currently show the electrical penetration temperature as 0 deg F. The temperature should be reading 
something slightly higher than the ambient conditions. 

Area of Impact 
Plant Control 

Plant Mode Selector NAP Inconsistent with Procedure 
SCR-DR-6144 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-PRO-GEN-016-00 Perform Plant Power Escalation 
From 2% Power to 100% Power using GOP-306 
 
Description
In accordance with reference procedures, Mode 2 is entered when all AO bank rods are off the bottom. 
Currently PLS Auto Plant Mode selector changes from Mode 3 to Mode 2 when the RTBs are closed (P-3 
is cleared). 
 
Area of Impact 
Plant Startup 

NAPS display issues 
SCR-DR-6159 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-DDS-001-00 Access plant information using the 
DDS 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) due to the fact 
operators due not use these surveillance screens.  However, due to the other indication issues, this was 
determined to impact this section in the aggregate. 
 
Description 
Several human factor related issues exist on the NAP surveillance screens.  They involve unexplained 
acronyms, grammar errors, and inconsistent color coding. 
 
Area of Impact 
Accessing information from DDS 

WPIS Downscale Arrow Absent 
SCR-DR-6164 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-PRI-RCS-005-03 ****Cool down the pressurizer 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) due to the isolated 
issue and minimal impact on training once students are briefed on issue. 
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Description 
No downscale arrow on WPIS trend display (mode 3 / 4) exists for Tavg when bottom of scale. 

Area of Impact 
Plant control 

RSA NAP Does Not Process Failed Channels Correctly 
SCR-DR-6169 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-PMS-003-00 Monitor System Indications 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) due to multiple 
indications being available.  This issue did impact the aggregate on sections 3 and 5 however. 
 
Description 
The Redundant Sensors Algorithm Application (RSA) driven source range counts on the WPIS displays 
(main, trends, and safety functions) will still reflect an abnormally high value for source range power 
after a source range channel failure. The RSA NAP should account for the failure and remove it from the 
calculation. 

Area of Impact 
Reactivity management 

ZVS and ZBS Alarm Scaling Incorrect 
SCR-DR-6171 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-ELE-ZVS-001-00 Respond to Excitation and Voltage 
Regulation System (ZVS) abnormalities 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) due to minimal 
impact on training. 
 
Description 
The large APS tile EXCITATION VOLTAGE REG or any ZVS alarm will not come in on a regulator failure 
which causes voltage to peg high.  The alarm setpoints in the database are maxed out so alarm will 
never come in on these parameters at this point.  

Area of Impact
Plant control 

Flux doubling difference between divisions 
SCR-DR-6175 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-PMS-003-00 Monitor System Indications 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC). 
 
Description 
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The alarms/alarm response for A/D Divisions differs significantly from B/C divisions. A/D divisions 
activates at [  ]a,c seconds whereas B/C at [  ]a,c seconds. J3 documents specify [  
]a,c sec. 
 
Area of Impact 
Safety System Operation 

Time to Boil Calculation 
SCR-DR-6179 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) due to the 
apparent minimal impact on operations and training. 
 
Description 
When core exit temperature was 300oF, Thot was > 212oF and TTB was >0 (15-25 min range). Either the 
NAP is calculating TTB incorrectly or the inputs to the NAP are wrong. TTB should reflect actual plant 
conditions. 
 
Area of Impact 
NAP 

Audible Rod Step Skips 
SCR-DR-6186 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-PLS-003-01 Monitor the reactor power control 
system 
 
This issue was dispositioned as unacceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC).  A training 
needs analysis was performed under CR 10025690. 
 

Explain Brief students prior to beginning a simulator training phase or segment.  Update a “SIMULATOR 
TRAINING STUDENT HANDOUT” (example is attached) and file in the “Operator Aids” notebook.  Reference 
the SIMULATOR TRAINING STUDENT HANDOUT in each sim guide. 

Description 
During outward rod motion, the audible step counter randomly can have an extra second pause in it 
with rod motion continuing.  The step counter indication does not update at the same rate as the 
audible cue occurs. 
 
Area of Impact 
Reactivity management 

WPIS Display VARs 
SCR-DR-6190 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-ELE-ZAS-002-05 Maintain generator power factor and 
reactive load within acceptable ranges 
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This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) due to the fact 
training will use knowledge sharing to brief the students. 
 
Description 
The WPIS display has VARS indicated rather than MVARS for Generator Output. 
 
Area of Impact 
Plant control 

CMT WR Level Indications go Bad Quality 
SCR-DR-6217 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  AP-LT-S-EOP.007 Direct implementation of E-1, AP1000 
Loss of Reactor or Secondary Coolant 
 
Description 
The WR Core Makeup Tank (CMT) level indications shift to Bad Quality once Automatic Depressurization 
System 1-3 (ADS 1-3) Actuate. Prior to this event, they would toggle to Bad Quality intermittently. The 
Bad Quality status is on indications PXS-LT009A/B & -LT010A/B (on PXS Supplemental Ind. Screen) and 
DDS-RSA11-L1 & DDS-RSA13-L1 (on WPIS screen 60017).  The NAP driving the calculation of this 
indication drives them to bad quality whenever it determines voiding is occurring in the CMT (which is 
expected per design transients). 
 
Area of Impact 
Plant control during decay heat removal 

Unexpected Bank Sequence Out of Sequence Alarm 
SCR-DR-6259 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-PLS-002-03 Control Rods: Verify Sequence and 
Overlap within COLR specifications 
 
Description 
A Bank Sequence Out of Sequence (DDS-RSU01-X0) alarm actuates anytime banks M1 and MD (MA) are 
in overlap.  When M1 and MD (MA) are in overlap the NAP generates an alarm showing bank M2 as 
being Out of Sequence (OOS). The NAP may be incorrectly calculating the OOS condition. 
 
Area of Impact
Reactivity control 

Urgent Alarm Occurs During Case 2 CRE  
SCR-DR-6267 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-PLS-003-06 Perform grey rod exchange 
 
Description 
The Urgent Failure Alarm (UA) occurs when [  
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]a,c. 

The UA appears to be a timing issue that occurs [  
 

 ]a,c. 
 
Area of Impact 
Reactivity control 

Improper Bank Overlap Occurs when Data Point OCB07CE00C_OUTAV Increments 
Improperly During Startup 
SCR-DR-6302 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-PLS-002-03 Control Rods: Verify Sequence and 
Overlap within COLR specifications 
 
Description 
An Ovation data point in rod control is initially set to 0 when the Digital Rod Control System (DRCS) is 
reset. However, during SD1 withdrawal, OCB07CE00C_OUTAV (the Ovation data point) will increment to 
a value of 2 and then stay at this value.  This data point is only supposed to increment for inward rod 
motion during M bank rod movement.  The end result is that bank overlap will be incorrect if not 
manually corrected in Ovation. 
 
Area of Impact 
Reactivity Management 

Manual Reactor Trip Alarm Occurred without a Reactor Trip Request 
SCR-DR-6315 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-PMS-005-02 Respond to a loss of a PMS 
division or failure of PMS components 
 
Description 
The below failure sequence was performed and the reactor did not trip, but a Reactor Trip alarm was 
received. The alarm was for a Manual Reactor Trip, but a manual Rx Trip was not inserted. A P-4 was not 
received. 
 

 RCS TE122C -> Open Circuit: PMS indicates Low-2 Tcold Cold Leg 2 Bistable Trip with Bad Quality 
& Maintenance Bypass for Division C & PMS Cabinet Fault Alarm for Division C 

 RCS TE122D -> Open Circuit: PMS indicates Low-2 Tcold Cold Leg 2 Bistable Trip with Bad Quality 
& Maintenance Bypass for Division D with other alarms 

 Cold Leg 2 Temperature Low-2 Bypass inserted for Division A. 
 Open the circuit for ECS-TE121B 
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Manual Reactor Trip Alarm (PMS-RXTR-MA-X0) actuate though none of the PMS divisions indicated that 
a Manual Reactor Trip had been inserted.  PMS-J3-308 shows that the PMS-RXTR-MA alarms should only 
be activated by the Reactor Trip Switches at the PDSP or the RSR. 
 
Area of Impact 
Reactivity Management 

Controller Fault Alarms Received on Turbine Trip 
SCR-DR-6366 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  AP-RO-ADM.015 Respond to alarms using the Alarm 
Presentation System (APS) 
 
Description 
The Priority 4 alarms for Controller 34 (Drop 34) occur for Turbine Trips from 100%, 75% and 50% 
power. A Controller 21 (Drop 21) alarm occurs after the Turbine trip from 100% power.  
 
Area of Impact 
Alarm Management 

Diesel Fuel Oil Day Tank Level Transmitter Operation 
SCR-DR-6491 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-SUP-DOS-001-00 Operate Standby Diesel Fuel Oil 
System (DOS) 
 
Description 
Diesel Fuel Oil System (DOS) level transmitters DOS-LT016A/017A and 016B/017B on the day tank 
control the refilling of the day tank based on level. The refilling should start when day tank level reaches 
low level ([  ]a,c) and stop at high level ([  ]a,c). The refilling of the day tank actually begins at 
44.67% and stops at 100%.  Additionally as level rises at ~85% the level indication jumps to 100%. 
 
Area of Impact 
Plant Control 

Inconsistent UAT Line Voltage Alarm Priorities 
SCR-DR-6492 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  AP-RO-ADM.015 Respond to alarms using the Alarm 
Presentation System (APS) 
 
Description 
While performing a LOOP with Fast Bus Transfer to RAT, it was noted that the UAT Breaker Line 
Undervoltage Alarms for ES-2, 3 and 6 come in as Priority 2 alarms. Alarms for ES-4, 5, and 7 come in as 
Priority 1 alarms. These should be consistent. 
 
Area of Impact 
Plant Indication 
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Any Rods at Bottom Alarm 
SCR-DR-6532 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-PLS-005-01 Respond to control rod position 
alarms 
 
Description 
The "Any Rods at Bottom" alarm is actuating anytime rods are being driven through [  ]a,c steps. Based 
on APP-PLS-J1-023 Rev 2 3.1.2 Rev. 16 [  

 ]a,c.  
 
Area of Impact 
Alarm Management 

WGS Sample Package Ovation Interface 
SCR-DR-6612 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task RO-SUP-WGS-003-00 Monitor WGS operation 
 
Description 
Per drawing APP-MS27-E5-001 & APP-MS27-M6-001, PS-001 for monitoring N2 pressure to the WGS 
Sample Package should be modeled to give an Ovation alarm when pressure decreases below 60 psig. 
PS-001 does not seem to be monitored in Ovation or the WGS model. Per the listed references, PS-001 
will generate an Ovation alarm on low pressure or loss of power by de-energizing relay CR-3. 
 
Area of Impact 
WGS Indications 

WGS Sample Package Digital Indication 
SCR-DR-6613 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task RO-SUP-WGS-003-00 Monitor WGS operation 
 
Description 
Per drawing APP-MS27-E5-001, APP-MS27-M6-001, APP-MS27-VMM-004 pages 20 & 354, APP-WGS-
MC3-101 page 16, H2 monitor AT032 (AE032) provides only a digital output. 
 
Ovation drawing 16100 shows WGS-AT032 as having continuous indication. This continuous indication is 
inferred when looking at APP-MS27-M6-001, APP-WGS-M3C-101 page 23, and APP-WGS-M6-001. 
However per APP-MS27-VMM-004 page 354, AE032 provides only a digital output via a normally closed 
contact. 
 
Area of Impact 
WGS Indications 

RSA NAP for Power Range Power does not Eliminate Erroneous Input 
SCR-DR-6621 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-PMS-003-00 Monitor System Indications 
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Description 
When the power range (PR) B lower detector fails high, the RSA NAP for Power Range Power does not 
eliminate this input.  This causes an erroneous PR power reading on the WPIS. 
 
Area of Impact 
Off Normal Event Response  

Inconsistent DPU Alarm Priority Levels 
SCR-DR-6651 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  AP-RO-ADM.015 Respond to alarms using the Alarm 
Presentation System (APS) 
 
Description 
Controller 39 Alarm (DROP39_) is ranked as Priority 1 while the other Controller alarms are all Priority 4. 
The data process unit (DPU) alarms are all Priority 4 (including DPU 39). 
 
Area of Impact 
Alarm Management 

Safety Mimic Display for SGS-V255A& B Indicates Bad Quality Following a SFW 
Isolation 
SCR-DR-6698 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-DDS-001-00 Access plant information using the 
DDS 
 
Description 
The PLS Safety Mimic display for all 4 divisions indicate bad quality for SGS-V255A&B following a SFW 
Isolation Signal. The valve is closed as verified by the FW Components Status tab on the PDSP.  
 
Area of Impact 
Plant Control 
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10 CFR 55.45(a)(4) 
Identify the instrumentation systems and the significance of facility instrument readings. 

Executive Summary 
The inability of operators to understand the operational significance of their indications due to the 
impact from these issues could cause a delay in tripping the unit or prevent them from tripping the unit.  
By the definition of safety, this would cause a failure and is not acceptable.  Additional reinforcement 
during training of the operator skill set is required to mitigate this effect of particular issues.  The issues 
affecting the operators are the WPIS RSA NAP indications (especially PR and IR). 
 
The study team believes that the current issues impacting instrumentation will not preclude successful 
and safe operation.  The team feels that the issues in this section have no aggregate impact.  With 
proper training and reinforcement of skills, there is no overall impact on safety. 

Stage 3 ADS Box Unused on Divisions C and D 
SCR-DR-5619 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-PMS-003-00 Monitor System Indications 
 
Description 
The PMS divisions C and D indication for Stage 3 ADS status do not ever indicate actuation status.  
 
Area of Impact 
Plant control 

Subcriticality Indication on Critical Safety Function Screen Drops to Bad Quality 
SCR-DR-5627 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-PRO-EOP-031-00 Implement and evaluate Critical 
Safety Function Status trees using CSF-F-0 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) due to the ability 
to continue safe training with issue present. 
 
Description 
The Nuclear Application (NAP) point DDS-SPD31-X0 randomly cycles to magenta bad quality due to DDS-
RSA3J-J1 driving into bad quality. The result of the former point going bad quality is subcriticality and 
reactivity control display on the Critical Safety Function Wall Panel Information System (WPIS) screen 
goes magenta.  
 
Area of Impact 
Reactivity Management with regards to indication 

VWS-TE079 Point Named Incorrectly 
SCR-DR-5643 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  AP-LT-R-VWS.007 Monitor VWS parameters 
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This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) due to nearly zero 
impact on training. 
 
Description 
Central Chilled Water System (VWS) VWS-TE079 is the inlet temperature for VWS Low Capacity Chiller 
#2. However, the point name is currently Low Cap Chiller 3 Inlet Temp. 
 
Area of Impact 
Plant control 

Calorimetric Data Precision 
SCR-DR-5712 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-PMS-013-04 Perform MCR actions associated 
with calorimetric calibration of the excore NIS power range instrumentation 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) due to alternate 
methods to get the information. 
 
Description 
The following points do not have the sufficient precision to perform the startup to 100% procedure 
steps regarding verification of power. 
 

DDS-PPP08-J0 (SG FW RTO) 
DDS-PPP08-J0-AVP (SG RTO 1 Hr) 
 

Area of Impact 
Plant control 

Inconsistent OPDMS QPT Indications 
SCR-DR-5903 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-IIS-005 Respond to On-line Power Distribution 
Monitoring System (OPDMS) malfunctions. 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) due to the specific 
tasks associated with this screen. 
 
Description 
During dropped control rods at core locations C7 and H8, it was noted that the indications provided by 
the OPDMS Excore and Incore Quadrant Power Tilt (QPT) monitors were not consistent. The following 
observations were made: 
 

 The Excore display lists the detectors as N41-N44. A detailed search of AP1000 documentation 
found no reference material in which the PR excore detectors are referred to by N41-N44 except 
on page M-4 of APP-OCS-J4V-207, “Operation and Control Centers Display Design Document for 
Online Power Distribution Monitoring System.” Page M-4 has a table showing that OPDMS has   
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[  ]a,c respectively, which appears to be 
consistent with what was seen in the PRS. 

 The values for all of the excore detectors read 1.0 which appears to be just some sort of default. 
There are two problems with this. 1) One decimal point worth of data is not enough to 
adequately assess QPTR. 2) In this scenario, they should definitely not be reading 1.0. 

 On the values displayed on this graphic, there are 8 labels titled “PR Power Upper Detector”, 
with no additional label as to what division. 

 For the Incore QPT display, the letters in the corners do not match up with the data. For 
example, in this scenario the flux shifted towards PR A and C but the display shows it greatest 
near A and D and suppressed at C. 

 
Area of Impact 
Reactivity Management 

VFD Transformer Temperature 
SCR-DR-5910 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-PRI-RCS-005-01 Operate RCP VFDs 
 
Description
ECS-EV-X1-TMPC points associated with the VFD hottest cell parameters are not being driven by the 
models.  They are a constant value.  
 
Area of Impact 
Plant Operations 

CDS-TE040A/B Range is Inadequate 
SCR-DR-5921 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-SEC-BDS-005-07 Verify automatic blowdown isolation 
upon high-2 temperature in heat exchanger shell outlet (CDS fluid) or high-2 DST level 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) since an open item 
exists in the design documentation. 
 
Description 
When the condensate outlet of the blowdown heat exchanger temperature element is failed high the 
blowdown flow remains un-isolated. The high-2 temperature ([  ]a,c) should isolate blowdown flow 
in accordance with APP-CDS-M3C-101 Rev 3. However, the range of the instrument (CDS-T-040A/B) 
listed in APP-CDS-M3C-101 Rev 3 is [  ]a,c which would never allow blowdown isolation on 
high temperature. 
  
Area of Impact 
Plant Control 

CVS-PT040 does not Provide Proper Protective Functions 
SCR-DR-5968 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-PRI-CVS-004-00 Monitor CVS operations 
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This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) due to the use of 
trigger and automated plant file over-rides. 
 
Description 
CVS-PT040 (pressure transmitter upstream of the letdown control valve) does not provide the proper 
protective functions for low pressure and high pressure protection in accordance with design 
documentation. 
 
Per APP-CVS-M3C-101 Rev 6 Appendix C.3.2, at [  ]a,c when CVS-V047 is in automatic pressure 
control mode there is supposed to be a signal sent to “trip the CVS Makeup Pumps.” The high pressure 
signal is generated but does not trip the pumps; it presently feeds a Pump Auto Stop Demand signal. 
This signal will stop any pumps that are running in automatic only. When the plant is in water-solid 
mode, as determined in logic diagrams as having CVS-V047 in automatic pressure control mode, 
Chemical and Volume Control System (CVS) makeup pumps must be operated in manual; see APP-CVS-
M3C-100 Rev 11 Logic Sheet CVS-4 Note10. Since the CVS makeup pumps are in manual the Auto Stop 
Demand signal will not shut the pump off to provide overpressure protection. 
 
Per APP-CVS-M3C-101 Rev 6 Appendix C.3.2, at [  ]a,c when CVS-V047 is in automatic pressure 
control mode there is supposed to be a signal sent to “trip the Reactor Coolant Pumps…in order to 
protect them from reduced suction pressure.” This signal is also discussed in APP-RCS-M3C-100 Rev 9 
Logic Sheet RCS-13 table and note 11. As presently designed there is no logic tie between CVS-PT040 
and the Reactor Coolant Pumps (RCPs) to prevent damaging the RCPs upon a loss of Reactor Coolant 
System (RCS) pressure. 
 
Area of Impact 
Plant Control 

M Banks B & C Reversed on DRPI Health Screen 
SCR-DR-6030 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-DDS-001-00 Access plant information using the 
DDS 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) due to the low 
probability of issue impacting operator response. 
 
Description
The DRPI Health Screen (1805) control rod banks M-B and M-C have the wrong rods listed as being in 
each bank. The rods listed as being M-B are actually M-C and the rods listed for M-C are the M-B rods. 
The correct arrangement of rods is shown in APP-RXS-M3-001 Rev 4 Figure 4-1 as well as on the DRPI M 
Bank screen (11172). 
 
Area of Impact 
Plant indications 
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Quality of RWS-V503 BAD at Limits 
SCR-DR-6038 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-SUP-RWS-005-00 Monitor the Raw Water System 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) due minimal 
training impact. 
 
Description 
RWS-V503 and Circulating Water System (CWS) CWS-V514 are BAD quality at valve operating limits 
(open and closed). 
 
Area of Impact 
Plant Control 

RCP Stator Temperature Indication off Scale Low at Lower Speeds 
SCR-DR-6071 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-PRI-RCS-003-01 Monitor the RCS during steady-state-
power operation of the plant 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) due to minimal 
training impact. 
 
Description 
RCP Stator Temperature indication is off scale low at lower speeds. With RCPs at 50% speed, the stator 
temperature (RCS-TE271, 272, 273, 274) indicates off scale low of 50F 'V'. This does not appear to be a 
valid temperature reading as the CCS temperature is 72F, SG cubicle temperature is 72F, and bearing 
temperature is 82F.  With the ambient temperature above 50 degrees, it would be expected to have the 
motor at the same or slightly higher temperature. 
 
Area of Impact 
Plant Control 

HSS Display does not Include ESOP Discharge Pressure 
SCR-DR-6078 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-SUP-HSS-002-00 Operate the HSS 
 
This issue was dispositioned as unacceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC).  Training Needs 
Analysis was performed under CR 10039655.  The analysis determined information sharing was the 
appropriate method to address this issue. 
 
Description 
Hydrogen Seal Oil System (HSS) HSS-MP02 discharge pressure HSS-PT017 is not on the HSS display 
(15100).  APP-HSS-M6-001 Rev 2 indicates that the transmitter should have an available point reference 
in ovation (PT-017 has a box with PIA - Pressure Indication/Alarm).  
 
Area of Impact 
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Plant Control 

DWS-LT006 has Insufficient Range 
SCR-DR-6099 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-SUP-DWS-002-00 Monitor DWS operation 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) due to minimal 
impact on training. 
 
Description 
Demineralized Water Transfer and Storage System (DWS) DWS-LT006 is the level indication for the 
Condensate Storage Tank (CST). This level spans [  ]a,c" per APP-DWS-M3C-101. However, the calc 
note for DWS (APP-DWS-M3C-002) has the high 2 alarm at [  ]a,c". This is a vital alarm because it is 
designed to give operators time to determine why the CST is so full before it overflows to a drain. 
Overflow will occur at [  ]a,c ". 
 
Area of Impact 
Plant Control 

MA Bank Rods Sometimes Stop at 263 steps during a CRE 
SCR-DR-6102 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-PLS-003-06 Perform grey rod exchange 
 
Description 
The plant control system operating procedure allows for a case 1 Control Rod Exchange in the event that 
Case 2 is not functioning. With MA rods at 234 steps and AO rods in manual at 218 steps, the AO rods 
were stepped into [  ]a,c steps, which will drive MA out. The MA rods stopped at 263 steps, with an 
outward demand still in. The audible rod clicking stopped as well.  
 
If the CRE is still continued in accordance with the procedure, MD will step into the core and MA will 
remain at [  ]a,c. This generates a “Rods out of sequence alarm”.  
 
Area of Impact 
Reactivity Management 

ECS Penetration Temperature off Scale Low 
SCR-DR-6103 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  AP-LT-R-ECS.005 Monitor the ECS 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) due to minimal 
training impact. 
 
Description 
ECS penetration temperature reading is off scale low on display 22503. This is for the penetration to 
containment for the power cables for the RCPs as indicated on ECS-TE001A/B and TE002A/B which 
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currently show the electrical penetration temperature as 0 deg F. The temperature should be reading 
something slightly higher than the ambient conditions. 

Area of Impact 
Plant Control 

Improper function of C-2 
SCR-DR-6122 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-PLS-008-00 Respond to PLS - related 
abnormalities 
 
This issue was dispositioned as unacceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC).  A training 
needs analysis was performed under CR 10039662.  This analysis has yet to be completed. 
 
Description 
C-2 control interlock utilizes a non-conservative power input for operation.  It currently uses BDP 
corrected power which is lower than NI power during over power scenarios. 
 
Area of Impact 
Plant Control 

WPIS RCS Inventory Issues 
SCR-DR-6154 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-DDS-001-00 Access plant information using the 
DDS 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) due to the fact the 
procedure will always be the preferred reference. 
 
Description 
The WPIS RCS Inventory screen has reference level lines for hot leg top and bottom which appear 
incorrect. They are only 18 inches apart. It is, however a faithful reproduction of the chart in GOP-114. 
The procedure and display both need to be looked at. Issues found in calc notes, procedure and display.  
 
Area of Impact 
Plant control 

WPIS Downscale Arrow Absent 
SCR-DR-6164 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-PRI-RCS-005-03 ****Cool down the pressurizer 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) due to the isolated 
issue and minimal impact on training once students are briefed on issue. 
 
Description 
No downscale arrow on WPIS trend display (mode 3 / 4) exists for Tavg when bottom of scale. 
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Area of Impact 
Plant control 

Tuning of VBS Required for Stability 
SCR-DR-6168 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-VNT-VBS-001-15 Purge smoke from MCR/CSA 
 
This issue was dispositioned as unacceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC).  A training 
needs analysis was performed under CR 10025689.  Analysis has yet to be completed. 
 
Description 
During Main Control Room (MCR) purge operations, Nuclear Island Nonradioactive Ventilation System 
(VBS) air handling unit trains cannot maintain stable flow and as a result, enter an indefinite cycling 
rotation. The system’s I&C does not allow enough time to establish stable flow.  
 
Area of Impact 
Plant control 

Polisher Bypass Valve Control 
SCR-DR-6172 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-SEC-CPS-002-02 Place CPS in service 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) due to minimal 
impact on training and examination. 
 
Description 
CPS-V001 (CDS Polisher Bypass Valve) Setpoint controls are confusing. The procedure directs placing the 
controller in auto and never has a setpoint to control to. The current setpoint is set at the high end of 
the scale, so the bypass valve will never modulate closed. The calc note states that signals will be set 
based on CDS header and polisher flow. No setpoint is yet determined. 

Area of Impact 
Plant control 

Time to Boil Calculation 
SCR-DR-6179 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) due to the 
apparent minimal impact on operations and training. 
 
Description 
When core exit temperature was 300oF, Thot was > 212oF and TTB was >0 (15-25 min range). Either the 
NAP is calculating TTB incorrectly or the inputs to the NAP are wrong. TTB should reflect actual plant 
conditions. 
 
Area of Impact 
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NAP 

CMT WR Level Indications go Bad Quality 
SCR-DR-6217 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  AP-LT-S-EOP.007 Direct implementation of E-1, AP1000 
Loss of Reactor or Secondary Coolant 
 
Description 
The WR Core Makeup Tank (CMT) level indications shift to Bad Quality once Automatic Depressurization 
System 1-3 (ADS 1-3) Actuate. Prior to this event, they would toggle to Bad Quality intermittently. The 
Bad Quality status is on indications PXS-LT009A/B & -LT010A/B (on PXS Supplemental Ind. Screen) and 
DDS-RSA11-L1 & DDS-RSA13-L1 (on WPIS screen 60017).  The NAP driving the calculation of this 
indication drives them to bad quality whenever it determines voiding is occurring in the CMT (which is 
expected per design transients). 
 
Area of Impact
Plant control during decay heat removal 

Manual Reactor Trip Alarm Occurred without a Reactor Trip Request 
SCR-DR-6315 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-PMS-005-02 Respond to a loss of a PMS division 
or failure of PMS components 
 
Description 
The below failure sequence was performed and the reactor did not trip, but a Reactor Trip alarm was 
received. The alarm was for a Manual Reactor Trip, but a manual Rx Trip was not inserted. A P-4 was not 
received. 
 

 RCS TE122C -> Open Circuit: PMS indicates Low-2 Tcold Cold Leg 2 Bistable Trip with Bad Quality 
& Maintenance Bypass for Division C & PMS Cabinet Fault Alarm for Division C 

 RCS TE122D -> Open Circuit: PMS indicates Low-2 Tcold Cold Leg 2 Bistable Trip with Bad Quality 
& Maintenance Bypass for Division D with other alarms 

 Cold Leg 2 Temperature Low-2 Bypass inserted for Division A. 
 Open the circuit for ECS-TE121B 

 
Manual Reactor Trip Alarm (PMS-RXTR-MA-X0) actuate though none of the PMS divisions indicated that 
a Manual Reactor Trip had been inserted.  PMS-J3-308 shows that the [  

 ]a,c. 
 
Area of Impact 
Reactivity Management 

Main Generator Output breaker logic 
SCR-DR-6392 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-ELE-ZAS-002-04 Synchronize the generator in 
manual/auto modes 
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Description 
A discrepancy in the turbine generator synchronization logic results in the following:   

 IF you have the ‘acknowledge ready for auto-sync’ poke selected or not, the Generator breaker 
will close when ‘GEN’ is selected and operator action ceases for ~90 seconds. If you continue in 
a timely manner with the procedure before or after the edits one will think the plant response is 
correct due to the time it takes to auto sync. Apparently, selecting ‘GEN’ is the trigger for auto 
sync actuation regardless the state of the ‘sync check’ poke on 50212.  

 IF you select Manual on the ZAS-EP-05 controller prior to depressing GEN (initially the controller 
comes up with neither selected), depressing GEN will NOT cause the ZAS-ES-01 breaker to close 
until ZAS-EP-05 controller is selected to AUTO. Again, the status of Acknowledge Ready for Auto 
Sync poke is irrelevant. The generator syncs. 

 
Area of Impact 
Secondary plant management 

Excitation Transformer Graphic Issue 
SCR-DR-6398 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-ELE-ZVS-001-00 Respond to Excitation and Voltage 
Regulation System (ZVS) abnormalities 
 
Description 
On screen 22101 there is indication of downstream voltage of the excitation transformer. The indication 
displays ~26Kv when in fact this voltage should be around 900Vac. The drawing on the screen could be 
changed to connect to the upstream side of the transformer and then the operator would be able to see 
voltage on both sides of the main generator breaker when synchronizing to the grid. 
 
Area of Impact 
Plant Control 

IDS Charger Capacity and Design Float Voltage Requirement are Incompatible 
SCR-DR-6400 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-LT-R-IDS.002 Monitor the IDS 
 
Description 
Reference documentation for IDS currently states the rated voltage for the battery charger is limited to [ 

 ]a,c. Other documentation also states that the battery (IDS) should be normally on a float charge 
of [  ]a,c. This cannot happen without a larger battery charger. 
 
Area of Impact 
Plant Control 

Graphic 1805 has reversed rods 
SCR-DR-6409 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-DDS-001-00 Access plant information using the 
DDS 
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Description 
MB and MC rods are reversed on Graphic 1805. 

Area of Impact 
Plant Indication 

Residual Bus Transfer Issues 
SCR-DR-6481 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  AP-LT-R-ECS.012 Block fast bus transfer 
 
Description 
For undervoltage conditions (loss of power) sensed by 27B2 (two-out-of-two or two-out-of-three logic) 
in conjunction with a source undervoltage condition sensed by 27S, the UAT breaker will be tripped, 
leading to automatic closing of the RAT breaker completing residual bus transfer after establishing that 
the RAT source is live (59S1), the bus is dead (27B2), and all motor feeders are tripped. 
 
The sequence of events for a residual bus transfer to occur is as follows: 

 [  
]a,c. 

 [  
 ]a,c. 

 
This is not modeled currently. 
 
Area of Impact 
Plant Control 

Diesel Fuel Oil Day Tank Level Transmitter Operation 
SCR-DR-6491 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-SUP-DOS-001-00 Operate Standby Diesel Fuel Oil 
System (DOS) 
 
Description 
Diesel Fuel Oil System (DOS) level transmitters DOS-LT016A/017A and 016B/017B on the day tank 
control the refilling of the day tank based on level. The refilling should start when day tank level reaches 
low level ([  ]a,c) and stop at high level ([  ]a,c). The refilling of the day tank actually begins at 
44.67% and stops at 100%.  Additionally as level rises at ~85% the level indication jumps to 100%. 
 
Area of Impact 
Plant Control 

WGS Sample Package Digital Indication 
SCR-DR-6613 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task RO-SUP-WGS-003-00 Monitor WGS operation 
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Description 
Per drawing APP-MS27-E5-001, APP-MS27-M6-001, APP-MS27-VMM-004 pages 20 & 354, APP-WGS-
MC3-101 page 16, H2 monitor AT032 (AE032) provides only a digital output. 
 
Ovation drawing 16100 shows WGS-AT032 as having continuous indication. This continuous indication is 
inferred when looking at APP-MS27-M6-001, APP-WGS-M3C-101 page 23, and APP-WGS-M6-001. 
However per APP-MS27-VMM-004 page 354, AE032 provides only a digital output via a normally closed 
contact. 
 
Area of Impact 
WGS Indications 

RSA NAP for Power Range Power does not Eliminate Erroneous Input 
SCR-DR-6621 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-PMS-003-00 Monitor System Indications 
 
Description 
When the power range (PR) B lower detector fails high, the RSA NAP for Power Range Power does not 
eliminate this input.  This causes an erroneous PR power reading on the WPIS. 
 
Area of Impact 
Off Normal Event Response 

Safety Mimic Display for SGS-V255A& B Indicates Bad Quality Following a SFW 
Isolation 
SCR-DR-6698 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-DDS-001-00 Access plant information using the 
DDS 
 
Description 
The PLS Safety Mimic display for all 4 divisions indicate bad quality for SGS-V255A&B following a SFW 
Isolation Signal. The valve is closed as verified by the FW Components Status tab on the PDSP.  
 
Area of Impact 
Plant Control 

Safety Mimic Display Navigation Issue 
SCR-DR-6670
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-DDS-001-00 Access plant information using the 
DDS 
 
Description 
PMS mimics in Ovation have several graphics than change division when using bottom links from a high 
level page. CVS for example, When in PMSC or PMSD and select CVS, then Status, you will changed to 
PMSA.  
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Area of Impact 
Plant Navigation 
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10 CFR 55.45(a)(5) 
Observe and safely control the operating behavior characteristics of the facility. 

Executive Summary 
Nine issues associated with rod control were assessed on an individual basis and deemed acceptable 
individually.  The team believes safe operation could be achieved with these rod control issues and the 
NAPs issues.  However, many of these issues require the operators to ignore the NAP indication or rod 
control behavior.  There are a number of NAP issues with some NAP issues having the potential to be 
resolved via a procedure update.    
 
Issues with the RSA NAP concerned the team.  Unnecessary reactor trips could happen due to these 
misleading indications on the WPIS.  This was deemed as unsafe and a threat to quality examination.   
 
The team discussed the numerous alarms (modulating status alarms in this case) and the potential to 
desensitize the operator to not pay attention to these alarms.  The excessive alarm count coupled with 
the rod control and NAPs deficiencies led the team to determine that the issues in the section as an 
aggregate were unacceptable. Operations and Training could not deal with these issues and effectively 
train.  

EDS Power Supply Assignments to PLS/DDS Cabinets Incomplete 
SCR-DR-5546 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO tasks: 
RO-LT-R-EDS.001 Monitor the Non Class 1E DC and UPS system (EDS) for proper operation 
RO-LT-R-EDS.004 Respond to a loss of EDS DC power 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC).  SMEs determined 
that the current power supply arrangement was adequate to teach since it is per design documentation.  
Power supplies are an item that will be continuously taught as they are updated and changed. 
 
Description 
A loss of individual Non Class 1E DC and UPS System (EDS) busses will result in incomplete system 
response. Some Ovation drops are not dynamically powered by the EDS model but are powered by a 
permanently energized model constant (specifically DPU047, DPU048, and DPU044).  The load lists for 
the STS do not assign a power supply to all the Ovation drops so there is no plant design data to insert 
into the simulator. 
 
Area of Impact 
Effective plant response to loss of power 

Modeled BEACON Data Cannot Determine Quality 
SCR-DR-5583 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task: RO-INC-IIS-004-00 Determine functionality of the On-line 
Power Distribution Monitoring System 
 
Description 
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Failure of the BEACON Data Processing (BDP) NAP causes the manual override signal originated by BDP 
to have BAD quality as expected. The BAD indication is passed through the BEACON operability 
calculations in the Plant State Monitoring (PST) NAP and appears on the OPDMS displays as 'operable' 
with BAD quality. Failure of the BDP application will cause BEACON to indicate ‘inoperable’ in the 
reference unit.  However, the current STS scope of limitation has the BEACON outputs driven by the core 
model.  There is currently no ability to pass quality over the interface for outputs. Inputs are not taken 
from the BDP NAP but from other plant process data. The core model does not know the status of the 
BDP NAP. The core model does not pass operability information. 
 
Area of Impact 
Plant control 

Unexpected Safeguards Actuation on RCP Shaft Shear 
SCR-DR-5594 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-PRO-AOP-054-00 Respond to Reactor Coolant Pump 
Malfunctions using AOP-114 
 
This issue was dispositioned as unacceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC).  A training 
needs analysis is in progress. 
 
Description 
The 1B RCP shaft shear malfunction may cause an unexpected safeguards depending on the initial 
conditions the malfunction is inserted.  Due to response of the lead lag filters in the steam line pressure 
logic, the signal is driven into the dead band range of actuation at certain initial steam pressures.  
Elevating the initial steam pressure completely mitigates this occurrence.   
 
Area of Impact 
Abnormal operation response 

Unidentified and Identified Leak Rate Always Indicates BAD Data 
SCR-DR-5599 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-PRO-AOP-053-00 Respond to a Reactor Coolant Leak 
using AOP-112 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by a Subject Matter Expert (SME).  The use of an automated 
leak rate did not impact current operator training.  However, this issue was determined to impact this 
section of 55.45 in the aggregate collection of indication issues. 
 
Description 
The Leak Rate Monitor (LRM) has BAD quality point indication for the Identified and Unidentified leak 
rates. They never change to good quality and indicate BAD when using the on demand leak rate 
calculation. 

Area of Impact 
Plant control 
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PDSP Screens Do Not Update during MCR/RSR Transfer 
SCR-DR-5680 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-DDS-008-00 Transfer function from the Main 
Control Room to the Remote Shutdown Workstation 

This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) since the operators 
would have already evacuated.   

Description 
During the transfer between Main Control Room (MCR) and Remote Shutdown Room (RSR), it was 
noted that Protection and Safety Monitoring System (PMS) screens were not reflecting the position of 
the transfer switch correctly. Once the PDSP screen was refreshed, it displayed “correcting”.  
 
Areas of Impact 
Impacts operation during unavailability of MCR for emergency safe shutdown 

PMS Mimic Screens 
SCR-DR-5689 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-DDS-001-00 Access plant information using the 
DDS 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) since the screens 
are mimics.  However, the study determined that this issue affects this section in the aggregate due to 
the other indication issues. 
 
Description 
PMS Mimic screens on Ovation do not reflect what is shown on the associated PDSP. This is especially 
true when there is any FAULT condition shown on the PDSP. 
 
Area of Impact 
Plant control 

Hot Leg Fluctuations at Mid-loop 
SCR-DR-5707 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-PRI-CVS-003-12 ****Fill the IRWST 
 
This issue was dispositioned as unacceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC).  A training 
needs analysis was performed. 
 
Description 
While at mid-loop, the hot leg level and pressurizer wide range level began to fluctuate erratically.  The 
hot leg was ~80% full. 

Area of Impact 
Plant control 
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OPDMS RIL Indication Does Not Align to COLR Rev. 0 
SCR-DR-5736 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-PLS-002-03 Control Rods: Verify Sequence and 
Overlap within COLR specifications 
 
This issue was dispositioned as unacceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC).  Training Needs 
Analysis was performed under CR 10000474.  The following is taken from the analysis performed. 
 

As it is currently setup at this time OPDMS uses a setpoint of [  ]a,c steps withdrawn for the rod insertion 
limit (RIL) for the M2 bank at all power levels. There are 2 alarms associated with this RIL to alert the operator, 
which are the following: 
 
1. M2 Bank Insertion Limit Low (RB-M2BK-LO) 

a. Cause is that the affected bank is within [  ]a,c steps of the insertion limit. This is [  ]a,c 
steps withdrawn with the current settings.  

2. M2 Bank Insertion Limit Low 2 (RB-M2BK-LO2) 
a. Cause is that the affected bank is within [  ]a,c steps of the insertion limit. This is [  ]a,c 

steps withdrawn with the current settings. 
 

Looking at these alarms only, it is true that the operator will not be notified until the M2 bank is [  ]a,c steps 
below the RIL listed in the COLR. However, the rod overlap for banks M1 and M2 per the COLR is [  ]a,c steps. 
This means that the M2 bank will not start to insert until the M1 bank is at [  ]a,c steps withdrawn. The lowest 
RIL for the M1 bank is [  ]a,c steps withdrawn ([  ]a,c ). Based on this fact the operating 
crew will never be in a situation where they would be dependent on the Low or Low-2 RIL alarm for the M2 
bank because they would receive the M1 Bank Insertion Low (RB-M1BK-LO) alarm at [  ]a,c steps withdrawn 
on M1 while the M2 bank is still fully withdrawn and above it RIL. Provided the rods are being operated IAW 
the correct overlap and sequence, the first indication the crew will receive that rods are approaching the RILs 
listed in the COLR is the M1 Bank Insertion Low alarm. If rods are allowed to continue to insert the M1 Bank 
Insertion Low 2 alarm will be received at [  ]a,c steps withdrawn and eventually once the M1 bank reaches [ 

 ]a,c steps withdrawn ([ ]a,c) the M2 bank will begin to insert.
In conclusion, it is my opinion that this Noticeable Difference does not provide negative training since the crew 
should never find themselves in a situation where this would be an issue.  
 
I think it should be pointed out to the crew as a known discrepancy but will not affect operator actions. A list of 
know simulator discrepancies has been started and it is titled the Global DR Book. This should be added to the 
list so students are aware of the difference.  

 
Description 
It is noted that the Core Operating Limits Report (COLR) Rev. 0 Rod Insertion Limit (RIL) for M2 bank at 
all power levels is [  ]a,c Steps (fully withdrawn). The Online Power Distribution Monitoring System 
(OPDMS) Rod Insertion Limit (RIL) display (32420) indicates the RIL for M2 bank is [  ]a,c steps. Further 
investigation indicates the M2 RIL indication high limit is [  ]a,c steps and therefore cannot indicate 
above this level (determined using point information page instrumentation tab for RB-INSERT-
M2LIM.SV3@NET0). All SD bank indications are capable of indicating a maximum of [  ]a,c steps.  
 
Area of Impact 
Reactivity Management with regards to indication 
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Inconsistent OPDMS QPT Indications 
SCR-DR-5903 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-IIS-005 Respond to On-line Power Distribution 
Monitoring System (OPDMS) malfunctions. 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) due to the specific 
tasks associated with this screen. 
 
Description 
During dropped control rods at core locations C7 and H8, it was noted that the indications provided by 
the OPDMS Excore and Incore Quadrant Power Tilt (QPT) monitors were not consistent. The following 
observations were made: 
 

 The Excore display lists the detectors as N41-N44. A detailed search of AP1000 documentation 
found no reference material in which the PR excore detectors are referred to by N41-N44 except 
on page M-4 of APP-OCS-J4V-207, “Operation and Control Centers Display Design Document for 
Online Power Distribution Monitoring System.” Page M-4 has a table showing that OPDMS has 
N41, N42, N43, and N44 mapped to PR C, D, B, and A respectively, which appears to be 
consistent with what was seen in the PRS. 

 The values for all of the excore detectors read 1.0 which appears to be just some sort of default. 
There are two problems with this. 1) One decimal point worth of data is not enough to 
adequately assess QPTR. 2) In this scenario, they should definitely not be reading 1.0. 

 On the values displayed, there are 8 titled “PR Power Upper Detector”, with no additional label 
as to what division. 

 For the Incore QPT display, the letters in the corners do not match up with the data. For 
example, in this scenario the flux shifted towards PR A and C but the display shows it greatest 
near A and D and suppressed at C. 

 
Area of Impact 
Reactivity Management 

Print Feature from NAP non-functional 
SCR-DR-5913 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  AP-RO-ADM.020.07 Document surveillance test in log 
book 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) due to minimal 
training impact. 
 
Description 
While performing surveillance procedure "Incore Detector Comparison to Nuclear Instrument Channel 
Axial Flux Difference", the select PRINT SURVEILLANCE REPORT does not result in a printout.  
 
Area of Impact 
Plant response – this prevents or impacts the performance of most Surveillance Tests 
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CDS-TE040A/B Range is Inadequate 
SCR-DR-5921 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-SEC-BDS-005-07 Verify automatic blowdown isolation 
upon high-2 temperature in heat exchanger shell outlet (CDS fluid) or high-2 DST level 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) since an open item 
exists in the design documentation. 
 
Description 
When the condensate outlet of the blowdown heat exchanger temperature element is failed high the 
blowdown flow remains un-isolated. The high-2 temperature ([  ]a,c) should isolate blowdown flow 
in accordance with APP-CDS-M3C-101 Rev 3. However, the range of the instrument (CDS-T-040A/B) 
listed in APP-CDS-M3C-101 Rev 3 is [  ]a,c which would never allow blowdown isolation on 
high temperature. 
  
Area of Impact 
Plant Control 

CVS-PT040 does not Provide Proper Protective Functions 
SCR-DR-5968 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-PRI-CVS-004-00 Monitor CVS operations 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) due to the use of 
trigger and automated plant file over-rides. 
 
Description 
CVS-PT040 (pressure transmitter upstream of the letdown control valve) does not provide the proper 
protective functions for low pressure and high pressure protection in accordance with design 
documentation. 
 
Per APP-CVS-M3C-101 Rev 6 Appendix C.3.2, at [  ]a,c psig when CVS-V047 is in automatic pressure 
control mode there is supposed to be a signal sent to “[  ]a,c.” The high 
pressure signal is generated but does not trip the pumps; it presently feeds a Pump Auto Stop Demand 
signal. This signal will stop any pumps that are running in automatic only. When the plant is in water-
solid mode, as determined in logic diagrams as having CVS-V047 in automatic pressure control mode, 
Chemical and Volume Control System (CVS) makeup pumps must be operated in manual; see APP-CVS-
M3C-100 Rev 11 Logic Sheet CVS-4 Note10. [  

]a,c. 
 
Per APP-CVS-M3C-101 Rev 6 Appendix C.3.2, at [  ]a,c psig when CVS-V047 is in automatic pressure 
control mode there is supposed to be a signal sent to “[  

 ]a,c.” This signal is also discussed in APP-RCS-M3C-100 Rev 9 
Logic Sheet RCS-13 table and note 11. As presently designed there is no logic tie between CVS-PT040 
and the [  

 ]a,c. 
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Area of Impact 
Plant Control 

Containment Recirculation Actuation Indication Issue 
SCR-DR-5972 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-PMS-003-00 Monitor System Indications 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) 
 
Description 
Once containment recirculation is actuated, the actuation indication for Divisions C and D did not have 
the white box with an X on the ESF Act Status Screen for the divisional PDSPs or the Non-Safety 
Operational Overview screen (33020). The individual PMS division screen for CNMT Recirc actuation 
(IRWST/INJT Recirc) did show that it had been actuated on all 4 divisions. 
 
Area of Impact
Verifying plant response 

CVS-V094 Power Failure Response 
SCR-DR-6019 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-PMS-005-02 Respond to a loss of a PMS division 
or failure of PMS components 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) due to the 
apparent minimal impact on operations and training. 
 
Description 
[  ]a,c.  It did fail on loss of power it 
ILCA03 which is not in accordance with design documentation. 
 
Area of Impact 
Response to power loss 

DHC Summary - Assembly Move NAP Function Not Functional 
SCR-DR-6022 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-PLS-004-03 Perform decay time surveillance 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) due to the minimal 
training impact this particular NAP has. 
 
Description 
When attempting to simulate fuel assemblies being moved from the core to the Spent Fuel Pool (SFP), it 
was noted that the Decay Heat Calculation (DHC) NAP to maintain the administrative location of fuel 
does not work correctly. On display 40203 the assembly move buttons on the lower right portion 
indicate they are only available when the light DDS-AP-DHC Status indicates it is ACTIVE. [  
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 ]a,c. However, when the light indicates INACTIVE the buttons for moving are raised and available. When 
the light changes status to ACTIVE the buttons for moving are grayed out and no longer available. The [ 

 
 ]a,c. However, fuel cannot be moved from the core into the SFP in any MODE other than MODE 6. 

The light should be driven by the manual input of the Rx vessel head being removed or installed or 
upper internals position on display 40004. 
 
Area of Impact 
Reactivity Management with regards to indication and administration 

HSS Display does not Include ESOP Discharge Pressure 
SCR-DR-6078 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-SUP-HSS-002-00 Operate the HSS 
 
This issue was dispositioned as unacceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC).  Training Needs 
Analysis was performed under CR 10039655.  The analysis determined information sharing was the 
appropriate method to address this issue. 
 
Description 
Hydrogen Seal Oil System (HSS) HSS-MP02 discharge pressure HSS-PT017 is not on the HSS display 
(15100).  APP-HSS-M6-001 Rev 2 indicates that the transmitter should have an available point reference 
in ovation (PT-017 has a box with PIA - Pressure Indication/Alarm).  
 
Area of Impact 
Plant Control 

DWS-LT006 has Insufficient Range 
SCR-DR-6099 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-SUP-DWS-002-00 Monitor DWS operation 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) due to minimal 
impact on training. 
 
Description 
Demineralized Water Transfer and Storage System (DWS) DWS-LT006 is the level indication for the 
Condensate Storage Tank (CST). This level spans [  ]a,c" per APP-DWS-M3C-101. However, the calc 
note for DWS (APP-DWS-M3C-002) has the high 2 alarm at [  ]a,c". This is a vital alarm because it is 
designed to give operators time to determine why the CST is so full before it overflows to a drain. 
Overflow will occur at [  ]a,c". 
 
Area of Impact 
Plant Control 

MA Bank Rods Sometimes Stop at 263 steps during a CRE 
SCR-DR-6102 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-PLS-003-06 Perform grey rod exchange 
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Description 
The plant control system operating procedure allows for a case 1 Control Rod Exchange in the event that 
Case 2 is not functioning. With MA rods at 234 steps and AO rods in manual at 218 steps, the AO rods 
were stepped into [  ]a,c steps, which will drive MA out. The MA rods stopped at 263 steps, with an 
outward demand still in. The audible rod clicking stopped as well.  
 
If the CRE is still continued in accordance with the procedure, MD will step into the core and MA will 
remain at [  ]a,c. This generates a “Rods out of sequence alarm”.  
 
Area of Impact 
Reactivity Management 

Improper function of C-2 
SCR-DR-6122 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-PLS-008-00 Respond to PLS - related 
abnormalities 
 
This issue was dispositioned as unacceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC).  A training 
needs analysis was performed under CR 10039662.  This analysis has yet to be completed. 
 
Description 
C-2 control interlock utilizes a non-conservative power input for operation.  It currently uses BDP 
corrected power which is lower than NI power during over power scenarios. 
 
Area of Impact 
Plant Control 

Excessive SFW Control Valve Cycling 
SCR-DR-6151 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-SEC-FWS-002-01 Monitor SFWS and MFWS system 
and component parameters 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC).  The reasoning 
was that the current controller tuning is the current design.  Hot functional testing would provide as-
built tuning.  However, this issue did contribute to the aggregate impact of sections 3 and 5 with regards 
to secondary plant control. 
 
Description 
At low pressure conditions less than 350 psig, the operator often has to take manual control of Startup 
Feed Water (SFW) control valves due to excessive cycling of the valves. Indicated flow rates range from 
0 to greater than 600 gpm within 10 to 15 second cycles. This requires 100% of the operator’s attention 
until Normal Residual Heat Removal System (RNS) can be placed into service removing the cooldown 
function from the steam dumps.  
 
Area of Impact 
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Plant control during startup and shutdown 

SWS temperature control 
SCR-DR-6152 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-LT-R-SWS.019 Monitor the Service Water System 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) due to minimal 
operator training impact. 
 
Description 
SWS temperature got as low as about 51 deg F with an ambient air temp of 70 deg F. When the cooling 
fan kicked off, temperature returned to about 60 deg F. Cooling tower fan seems modeled more like an 
air conditioner than an evaporative cooler. 
 
Area of Impact 
Plant performance

FWS-V037 Control Issue 
SCR-DR-6156 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-SEC-CDS-004-06 Respond to abnormal DST water level 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC). The reasoning was 
that the current controller tuning is the current design.  Hot functional testing would provide as-built 
tuning.  However, this issue did contribute to the aggregate impact of section 5 with regards to 
secondary plant control. 
 
Description 
The Deaerated Water Storage Tank (DST) level control presents an undue operator workload. DST level 
control often cannot maintain the DST above 95% to prevent Main Feedwater System (FWS) FWS-V037 
rejecting to manual.  Manual control of the input and output flow streams to the DST does not result in 
stable level control either due to the lag in valve response.  

Area of Impact 
Plant control during startup and shutdown 

Stuck Rod Recovery Malfunction 
SCR-DR-6162 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-PLS-005-00 Respond to DRCS related 
abnormalities 
 
Description 
Rod K10’s keyboard reset does not go to the K10 algorithm in rod control, but K6.  Rod K10 can never 
get an individual reset via the operator keyboard.  
 
Area of Impact 
Rod control abnormality recovery 
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Tuning of VBS Required for Stability 
SCR-DR-6168 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-VNT-VBS-001-15 Purge smoke from MCR/CSA 
 
This issue was dispositioned as unacceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC).  A training 
needs analysis was performed under CR 10025689.  Analysis has yet to be completed. 
 
Description 
During Main Control Room (MCR) purge operations, Nuclear Island Nonradioactive Ventilation System 
(VBS) air handling unit trains cannot maintain stable flow and as a result, enter an indefinite cycling 
rotation. The system’s I&C does not allow enough time to establish stable flow.  
 
Area of Impact 
Plant control 

RSA NAP Does Not Process Failed Channels Correctly 
SCR-DR-6169 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-PMS-003-00 Monitor System Indications 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) due to multiple 
indications being available.  This issue did impact the aggregate on sections 3 and 5 however. 
 
Description 
The Redundant Sensors Algorithm Application (RSA) driven source range counts on the WPIS displays 
(main, trends, and safety functions) will still reflect an abnormally high value for source range power 
after a source range channel failure. The RSA NAP should account for the failure and remove it from the 
calculation. 

Area of Impact 
Reactivity management 

Flux doubling difference between divisions 
SCR-DR-6175 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-PMS-003-00 Monitor System Indications 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC). 
 
Description 
The alarms/alarm response for A/D Divisions differs significantly from B/C divisions. A/D divisions 
activates at 1.6 in 50 seconds whereas B/C at [  ]a,c seconds. J3 documents specify [  ]a,c 
sec. 
 
Area of Impact 
Safety System Operation 
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Time to Boil Calculation 
SCR-DR-6179 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) due to the 
apparent minimal impact on operations and training. 
 
Description 
When core exit temperature was 300oF, Thot was > 212oF and TTB was >0 (15-25 min range). Either the 
NAP is calculating TTB incorrectly or the inputs to the NAP are wrong. TTB should reflect actual plant 
conditions. 
 
Area of Impact 
NAP 

Audible Rod Step Skips 
SCR-DR-6186 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-PLS-003-01 Monitor the reactor power control 
system 
 
This issue was dispositioned as unacceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC).  A training 
needs analysis was performed under CR 10025690. 
 

Explain Brief students prior to beginning a simulator training phase or segment.  Update a “SIMULATOR 
TRAINING STUDENT HANDOUT” (example is attached) and file in the “Operator Aids” notebook.  Reference 
the SIMULATOR TRAINING STUDENT HANDOUT in each sim guide. 

Description 
During outward rod motion, the audible step counter randomly can have an extra second pause in it 
with rod motion continuing.  The step counter indication does not update at the same rate as the 
audible cue occurs. 
 
Area of Impact 
Reactivity management

VFS Radiation Monitoring Issue 
SCR-DR-6192 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-VNT-VFS-002-01 Monitor VFS parameters 
 
This issue was dispositioned as unacceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC).  A training 
needs analysis was performed under CR 10025691.  All radiation alarms are to be assumed valid. 
 
Description 
VFS-RY102 indicates off scale high on a loss of Shutdown Cooling.  The alarm appears to be related to 
the cycling flows in the VFS system.  Alarms will also occur during containment purge activities with no 
RCS leakage or increased activity providing a false radiation alarm. 

Area of Impact 
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Radiation management 

CMT WR Level Indications go Bad Quality 
SCR-DR-6217 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  AP-LT-S-EOP.007 Direct implementation of E-1, AP1000 
Loss of Reactor or Secondary Coolant 
 
Description 
The WR Core Makeup Tank (CMT) level indications shift to Bad Quality once Automatic Depressurization 
System 1-3 (ADS 1-3) Actuate. Prior to this event, they would toggle to Bad Quality intermittently. The 
Bad Quality status is on indications PXS-LT009A/B & -LT010A/B (on PXS Supplemental Ind. Screen) and 
DDS-RSA11-L1 & DDS-RSA13-L1 (on WPIS screen 60017).  The NAP driving the calculation of this 
indication drives them to bad quality whenever it determines voiding is occurring in the CMT (which is 
expected per design transients). 
 
Area of Impact
Plant control during decay heat removal 

Urgent Alarm Occurs During Case 2 CRE  
SCR-DR-6267 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-PLS-003-06 Perform grey rod exchange 
 
Description 
The Urgent Failure Alarm (UA) occurs when [  

 

]a,c. 

The UA appears to be a timing issue that occurs only when [  
 

 ]a,c. 
 
Area of Impact 
Reactivity control 

Improper Bank Overlap Occurs when Data Point OCB07CE00C_OUTAV Increments 
Improperly During Startup 
SCR-DR-6302 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-PLS-002-03 Control Rods: Verify Sequence and 
Overlap within COLR specifications 
 
Description 
An Ovation data point in rod control is initially set to 0 when the Digital Rod Control System (DRCS) is 
reset. However, during SD1 withdrawal, OCB07CE00C_OUTAV (the Ovation data point) will increment to 
a value of 2 and then stay at this value.  This data point is only supposed to increment for inward rod 
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motion during M bank rod movement.  The end result is that bank overlap will be incorrect if not 
manually corrected in Ovation. 

Area of Impact 
Reactivity Management 

Manual Reactor Trip Alarm Occurred without a Reactor Trip Request 
SCR-DR-6315 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-PMS-005-02 Respond to a loss of a PMS 
division or failure of PMS components 
 
Description 
The below failure sequence was performed and the reactor did not trip, but a Reactor Trip alarm was 
received. The alarm was for a Manual Reactor Trip, but a manual Rx Trip was not inserted. A P-4 was not 
received. 
 

 RCS TE122C -> Open Circuit: PMS indicates Low-2 Tcold Cold Leg 2 Bistable Trip with Bad Quality 
& Maintenance Bypass for Division C & PMS Cabinet Fault Alarm for Division C 

 RCS TE122D -> Open Circuit: PMS indicates Low-2 Tcold Cold Leg 2 Bistable Trip with Bad Quality 
& Maintenance Bypass for Division D with other alarms 

 Cold Leg 2 Temperature Low-2 Bypass inserted for Division A. 
 Open the circuit for ECS-TE121B 

 
Manual Reactor Trip Alarm (PMS-RXTR-MA-X0) actuate though none of the PMS divisions indicated that 
a Manual Reactor Trip had been inserted.  PMS-J3-308 shows that the [  

 ]a,c. 
 
Area of Impact 
Reactivity Management 

Main Generator Output breaker logic 
SCR-DR-6392 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-ELE-ZAS-002-04 Synchronize the generator in 
manual/auto modes 
 
Description 
A discrepancy in the turbine generator synchronization logic results in the following:   

 IF you have the ‘acknowledge ready for auto-sync’ poke selected or not, the Generator breaker 
will close when ‘GEN’ is selected and operator action ceases for ~90 seconds. If you continue in 
a timely manner with the procedure before or after the edits one will think the plant response is 
correct due to the time it takes to auto sync. Apparently, selecting ‘GEN’ is the trigger for auto 
sync actuation regardless the state of the ‘sync check’ poke on 50212.  

 IF you select Manual on the ZAS-EP-05 controller prior to depressing GEN (initially the controller 
comes up with neither selected), depressing GEN will NOT cause the ZAS-ES-01 breaker to close 
until ZAS-EP-05 controller is selected to AUTO. Again, the status of Acknowledge Ready for Auto 
Sync poke is irrelevant. The generator syncs. 
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Area of Impact 
Secondary plant management 

Residual Bus Transfer Issues 
SCR-DR-6481 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  AP-LT-R-ECS.012 Block fast bus transfer 
 
Description 
For undervoltage conditions (loss of power) sensed by 27B2 (two-out-of-two or two-out-of-three logic) 
in conjunction with a source undervoltage condition sensed by 27S, the UAT breaker will be tripped, 
leading to automatic closing of the RAT breaker completing residual bus transfer after establishing that 
the RAT source is live (59S1), the bus is dead (27B2), and all motor feeders are tripped. 
 
The sequence of events for a residual bus transfer to occur is as follows: 

 [  
]a,c. 

 [  
 ]a,c. 

 
This is not modeled currently. 
 
Area of Impact 
Plant Control 

Diesel Fuel Oil Day Tank Level Transmitter Operation 
SCR-DR-6491 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-SUP-DOS-001-00 Operate Standby Diesel Fuel Oil 
System (DOS) 
 
Description
Diesel Fuel Oil System (DOS) level transmitters DOS-LT016A/017A and 016B/017B on the day tank 
control the refilling of the day tank based on level. The refilling should start when day tank level reaches 
low level ([  ]a,c) and stop at high level ([  ]a,c). The refilling of the day tank actually begins at 
44.67% and stops at 100%.  Additionally as level rises at ~85% the level indication jumps to 100%. 
 
Area of Impact 
Plant Control 

VES Supply Header Pressure Response to Temperature Changes 
SCR-DR-6547 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-VNT-VBS-001-11 Monitor the main control 
room/control support area HVAC subsystem parameters 
 
Description 
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When the Radiological Controlled Area Ventilation System (VAS) ventilation is secured to the Main 
Control Room Emergency Habitability System (VES) Air Storage Area (Rm 12555), room temperature will 
rise as expected, as indicated on VAS-TE080A/B. This rise in temperature should cause VES Supply 
Header Pressure (VES-PT001A and B) to rise, since the volume of air in the VES tanks is not changing. As 
depicted in the attached trend, this does not happen in the current model. Since VES air storage tank 
pressure does not change in the model, this causes the calculated air quantity (VES-QIY008A and B) to 
lower, which should not be the case. The VES air quantity should only change if you are filling VES or 
depressurizing it.  
 
Area of Impact 
Observation of fundamental parameters 

ECS-EC-313 Loads not Modeled 
SCR-DR-6593 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  AP-LT-R-ECS.005 Monitor the ECS 
 
Description 
APP-ECS-E3-EC31302 Rev 1 depicts ECS-ET-3131. Model requirements document SV3-STS-J4-119 Rev 1 
required WEC/GSE to model the loads of EC-313. Work in SCR-DR-6568 determined they neglected to 
meet this requirement. SV3-STS-J1-119 Rev 0 shows loads off of EC-312 but nothing on EC-313.  
 
Area of Impact 
Plant response 

D/G Sequencer Operation   
SCR-DR-6610 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-ELE-ZOS-002-06 Perform priority load AC load 
sequencing and verify proper 6.9 kV priority load system voltage 
 
Description 
According to APP-ZOS-E0C-001 (Onsite Standby Power System Diesel Generator Sizing Calculation) Rev 
1, the following busses should get re-energized by the sequencer at Load Step [  

 ]a,c 
 
[  ]a,c 
[  ]a,c

[  ]a,c 
[  ]a,c 
[  ]a,c 
[  ]a,c 
  
These busses are not currently sequenced once ECS-ES-1/2 gets re-energized from its respective DG.  
 
Area of Impact 
Effective plant response to loss of power 
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RSA NAP for Power Range Power does not Eliminate Erroneous Input 
SCR-DR-6621 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-PMS-003-00 Monitor System Indications 
 
Description 
When the power range (PR) B lower detector fails high, the RSA NAP for Power Range Power does not 
eliminate this input.  This causes an erroneous PR power reading on the WPIS. 
 
Area of Impact 
Off Normal Event Response  

VZS Dampers do not Fail As-Is after Loss of Power 
SCR-DR-6623 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-VNT-VZS-005-00 Respond to Abnormal VZS Conditions 
 
Description 
Diesel Generator Building Heating and Ventilation dampers VZS-D014A/B and VZS-D015A/B do not fail 
as is on loss of power.  
 
Area of Impact 
Plant Control during loss of power

Turbine Bypass Control Valve Control Logic cannot Support Design Power Supplies 
SCR-DR-6634 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-SEC-MSS-003-01 Monitor MSS system and component 
parameters 
 
Description 
The turbine bypass control valves (MSS-PL-V001, MSS-PL-V002, MSS-PL-V003, MSS-PL-V004, MSS-PL-
V005, MSS-PL-V006) have four solenoid valves that are designed [  
]a,c. However, the current design control logic) uses one power supply for all 4 solenoids.  
 
Area of Impact 
Plant operations during loss of power 

Battery Temperature does not change 
SCR-DR-6645 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-LT-R-EDS.001 Monitor the Non Class 1E DC and UPS 
system (EDS) for proper operation 
 
Description 
During a loss of all AC sources discharge test it was identified that the battery temperature did not 
change during the 15 hour run.  Further research showed the battery room temperature does not 
change during loss of ventilation 
 
Area of Impact 
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Effective battery temperature indication  

Fire Protection System is not modeled in Containment 
SCR-DR-6657 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-SUP-FPS-002-00 Operate the FPS 
 
Description 
While attempting to create a FR-Z.2 (Response to High Containment Level) scenario, it was discovered 
that a leak from the Fire Protection System (FPS) header in containment had no effect on any 
containment parameters (ex. Containment Sump Level, Containment Humidity).   FPS Containment 
Spray also had no effect on any containment parameters. 
 
Area of Impact 
Plant control 

IRWST Temperature Response 
SCR-DR-6701 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-PRO-EOP-003-00 Respond to a loss of Reactor or 
Secondary Coolant using EEP-E-1 
 
Description 
[

 
]a,c 

 
Area of Impact 
Plant response 
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10 CFR 55.45(a)(6) 
Perform control manipulations required to obtain desired operating results during normal, abnormal, 
and emergency situations. 

Executive Summary 
Issues 5655, 5926, 6151, 6156, and 6172 were grouped together for analysis by the team.  The team 
acknowledged that there is procedural guidance already in place which mitigates some of these items’ 
impact on operation.  The team discussed the potential burden they do place but also discussed 
examples of successful navigation through these items during ISV.   
 
The issues involving having to take manual control to enhance stability were discussed by a team.  For 
example, VBS issue will require manual control (6168) during VBS operations.  In discussing if these 
issues presented too much of an aggregate challenge, the team determined a manual reactor trip would 
likely not be initiated.  The issues described in this section are always in, thus making them a part of the 
standard training session.  The IC or scenario guide would be setup to already have these issues placed 
in a status where the scenario wouldn’t be adversely affected.  The team justified the first group of 
issues being acceptable.  Issues like having to manually control FWS-V037 are part of the training 
process.  Each operator candidate is already familiar with how to handle them.  Issues with VBS and VFS 
can be handled because they are out of the way items during training and operations.  These systems 
are rarely operated as a normal process. 
 
Issues 6610 and 6593 were grouped together and determined not to affect the operators because they 
will be fairly transparent.  The students will most likely not notice these issues during training.  Issue 
5609 has been addressed as a procedure change. 
 
The team determined that the combination of these issues in the aggregate were acceptable.  While 
there will be manual actions that occur, it is still acceptable and should be addressed in a training 
moment. 
 
These controllers are expected to work in automatic, and when manual control is required 
reinforcement to the operator’s skills will be required to establish proficiency.   The absence of this 
ability will not preclude safety, but additional training will provide additional proficiency.  Simulator JIT 
will be a valuable tool in preparing the operators for encountering these issues in the plant.   

Rod Withdrawal button deselects During Continuous Operation 
SCR-DR-5584 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-PLS-003-02 Monitor the Control Rod Drive System 
 
This issue was dispositioned as unacceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC).  A training 
needs analysis was completed. 
 
Description 
During extended rod withdrawals during startups while depressing the rod withdrawal button (UP 
ARROW), the UP ARROW button may un-highlight and momentarily flash gray even though still 
depressed. Rod motion will still occur.  
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Area of Impact 
Reactivity Management 

Unstable VFS Containment Exhaust Flow 
SCR-DR-5593 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-VNT-VFS-002-05 Regulate Containment Air Pressure 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) due to low impact 
on training and the ability to take some controllers to manual and set flow that way. 
 
Description 
When VFS-MS-02A/B are placed in service to establish containment exhaust flow in AUTO with a 
setpoint of 4000 scfm, a stable flow of 4000 scfm cannot be obtained on VFS-FT011A/B. Flow gradually 
increases above 4000 scfm and oscillates. 4000 scfm can be achieved in MANUAL control, but when 
placed back into AUTO, the oscillations continue. This point is on screen 20102. 
 
Area of Impact 
Plant response 

GSS Header Pressure Response 
SCR-DR-5609 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-SEC-GSS-002-00 Monitor the GSS 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) due to minimal 
impact on operator training. 
 
Description 
In both at-power ICs with MSS supplying, GSS-V002 was able to maintain 4 psig. Once the shutdown IC, 
32, was loaded with ASS supplying the GSS header GSS-V002 was unable to maintain downstream 
pressure. If GSS-V004 (bypass for GSS-V002) was opened to > 50% there was sufficient pressure/flow to 
allow GSS-V002 to control pressure at 4 psig.  
 
To determine if flow was the root of the problem aligned MSS to supply GSS while still using IC 32.   
Once steam load was on MSS, the GSS header pressure lowered until GSS-V002 was fully open (GSS 
pressure was ~ 1.8psig); MSS-V022A was ~ 28% open. Adjustment was required to the automatic 
pressure setpoint of MSS-V022A to 240 psig to increase the steam pressure upstream of GSS-V002. Once 
MSS-PT015A was ~ 240 psig GSS-V002 closed to 98% to control at 4 psig. 
 
Area of Impact 
Plant response 

Issue with Automatic Control of DST level and Auto Start of Standby Condensate Pump 
SCR-DR-5655 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-SEC-FWS-002-03 Establish level in the DST 
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This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC).  The reasoning 
was that the current controller tuning is the current design.  Hot functional testing would provide as-
built tuning.  However, this issue did contribute to the aggregate impact of sections 3 and 5 with regards 
to secondary plant control. 
 
Description 
During plant startup from Mode 5 to 100% power, the Condensate system pressure would lower to the 
auto start setpoint of the standby Condensate pump. This pressure drop is due to Condensate System 
(CDS) CDS-V022 and CDS-V025 modulating to maintain level in the Deaerated Storage Tank (DST). In 
accordance with reference plant procedures for normal operation, the second condensate pump is 
started at 40-45% power. However, the second condensate pump will have already auto started in the 
heatup and startup procedures, due to the slow response of CDS-V022 and CDS-V025.  
 
Area of Impact 
Plant design deficiency impacts operations during startup 

Model Instability during PZR Fill to Solid 
SCR-DR-5698 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-PRI-CVS-003-04 Operate the Chemical and Volume 
Control System to control the primary system pressure in water solid mode 
 
This issue was dispositioned as unacceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC).  Training Needs 
Analysis was performed under CR 10000465.  Wording from analysis follows. 
 

Added to the DR Global Issues list, this will be briefed to the students at the beginning of the Simulator 
portion of training. Scenario AP-LT-I-SIM-GOPSDCD (Covering GOP-205, Plant Cooldown MODE 3 to MODE 
5) does not train on Solid Plant Operations. 

Description 
The Liquid Radwaste System (WLS) model is prone to failure during evolutions involving near solid 
pressurizer operations if the Effluent Holdup Tank is filled too rapidly. 
 
Area of Impact 
Difficulty in achieving solid plant operations continuously 

Steam Generator Level Instability with Control Valves Shut 
SCR-DR-5926 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-SEC-SGS-006-00 Monitor SG system and component 
parameters 
 
This issue was dispositioned as unacceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC).  Training Needs 
Analysis was performed under CR 10000465.   

Description 
Rapid steam generator level oscillations can be observed with the steam generator isolated and all 
control valves shut for a period of time. 
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Area of Impact 
Plant Response 

CVS-V094 Power Failure Response 
SCR-DR-6019 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-PMS-005-02 Respond to a loss of a PMS division 
or failure of PMS components 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) due to the 
apparent minimal impact on operations and training. 
 
Description 
[  ]a,c.  It did fail on loss of power it 
ILCA03 which is not in accordance with design documentation. 
 
Area of Impact 
Response to power loss 

DHC Summary - Assembly Move NAP Function Not Functional 
SCR-DR-6022 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-PLS-004-03 Perform decay time surveillance 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) due to the minimal 
training impact this particular NAP has. 
 
Description 
When attempting to simulate fuel assemblies being moved from the core to the Spent Fuel Pool (SFP), it 
was noted that the Decay Heat Calculation (DHC) NAP to maintain the administrative location of fuel 
does not work correctly. On display 40203 the assembly move buttons on the lower right portion 
indicate they are only available when the light DDS-AP-DHC Status indicates it is ACTIVE. [  

 ]a,c. However, when the light indicates INACTIVE the buttons for moving are raised and available. When 
the light changes status to ACTIVE the buttons for moving are grayed out and no longer available. [  

 
 ]a,c. However, fuel cannot be moved from the core into the SFP in any MODE other than MODE 6. 

The light should be driven by the manual input of the Rx vessel head being removed or installed or 
upper internals position on display 40004. 
 
Area of Impact 
Reactivity Management with regards to indication and administration 

WLS-MP-08C improperly Pumps Monitor Tank C 
SCR-DR-6068 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-SUP-WLS-002-00 Operate the WLS 
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Description 
While performing a startup from Mode 6 it was discovered that WLS-MP-08C will not pump Monitor 
tank C around 37 inches. The pump will turn on and occasionally the downstream check valve will 
throttle open and shut but there is little or no evidence of flow. Also, discharge pressure never goes 
above 12-13psig. Normal discharge pressure for the other monitor tank pumps is around [  ]a,c psig. 
 
Note that it does pump when level is above 37 inches as the tank has been pumped down to 37 inches 
successfully. It appears to exhibit strange behavior at 37 inches and below. 
 
Area of Impact 
Correct operation of plant systems 

MA Bank Rods Sometimes Stop at 263 steps during a CRE 
SCR-DR-6102 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-PLS-003-06 Perform grey rod exchange 
 
Description 
The plant control system operating procedure allows for a case 1 Control Rod Exchange in the event that 
Case 2 is not functioning. With MA rods at 234 steps and AO rods in manual at 218 steps, the AO rods 
were stepped into [  ]a,c steps, which will drive MA out. The MA rods stopped at 263 steps, with an 
outward demand still in. The audible rod clicking stopped as well.  
 
If the CRE is still continued in accordance with the procedure, MD will step into the core and MA will 
remain at [  ]a,c. This generates a “Rods out of sequence alarm”.  
 
Area of Impact 
Reactivity Management 

WRS Sump Pump B Discharge Pressure Inadequate 
SCR-DR-6126 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-SUP-WRS-002-00 Operate WRS 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) due to minimal 
impact on operator training and examination. 
 
Description
WRS sump pump WRS-MP-01B indicates a low pressure when pumping with an automatic start signal. 
This is evident when a leak is inserted that fills the WRS sump (such as a RNS leak). The "A" pump has 
proper discharge pressure, but "B" does not indicating low pressure in alarm. If the "A" pump is taken to 
manual and secured, the "B" pump still does not develop proper pressure. 
 
Area of Impact 
Plant control  

Excessive SFW Control Valve Cycling 
SCR-DR-6151 
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This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-SEC-FWS-002-01 Monitor SFWS and MFWS system 
and component parameters 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC).  The reasoning 
was that the current controller tuning is the current design.  Hot functional testing would provide as-
built tuning.  However, this issue did contribute to the aggregate impact of sections 3 and 5 with regards 
to secondary plant control. 
 
Description 
At low pressure conditions less than 350 psig, the operator often has to take manual control of Startup 
Feed Water (SFW) control valves due to excessive cycling of the valves. Indicated flow rates range from 
0 to greater than 600 gpm within 10 to 15 second cycles. This requires 100% of the operator’s attention 
until RNS can be placed into service removing cooldown function from the steam dumps.  
 
Area of Impact 
Plant control during startup and shutdown 

Stuck Rod Recovery Malfunction
SCR-DR-6162 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-PLS-005-00 Respond to DRCS related 
abnormalities 
 
Description 
Rod K10’s keyboard reset does not go to the K10 algorithm in rod control, but K6.  Rod K10 can never 
get an individual reset via the operator keyboard.  
 
Area of Impact 
Rod control abnormality recovery 

Polisher Bypass Valve Control 
SCR-DR-6172 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-SEC-CPS-002-02 Place CPS in service 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) due to minimal 
impact on training and examination. 
 
Description 
CPS-V001 (CDS Polisher Bypass Valve) Setpoint controls are confusing. The procedure directs placing the 
controller in auto and never has a setpoint to control to. The current setpoint is set at the high end of 
the scale, so the bypass valve will never modulate closed. The calc note states that signals will be set 
based on CDS header and polisher flow. No setpoint is yet determined. 

Area of Impact 
Plant control 
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Urgent Alarm Occurs During Case 2 CRE  
SCR-DR-6267 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-PLS-003-06 Perform grey rod exchange 
 
Description 
The Urgent Failure Alarm (UA) occurs when [  

 

]a,c. 

The UA appears to be a timing issue that occurs only when [  
 

 ]a,c. 
 
Area of Impact 
Reactivity control 

IDS Charger Capacity and Design Float Voltage Requirement are Incompatible 
SCR-DR-6400 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-LT-R-IDS.002 Monitor the IDS 
 
Description 
Reference documentation for IDS currently states the rated voltage for the battery charger is limited to [ 

 ]a,c. Other documentation also states that the battery (IDS) should be normally on a float charge 
of [  ]a,c. This cannot happen without a larger battery charger. 
 
Area of Impact 
Plant Control 

Residual Bus Transfer Issues 
SCR-DR-6481 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  AP-LT-R-ECS.012 Block fast bus transfer 
 
Description 
For undervoltage conditions (loss of power) sensed by 27B2 (two-out-of-two or two-out-of-three logic) 
in conjunction with a source undervoltage condition sensed by 27S, the UAT breaker will be tripped, 
leading to automatic closing of the RAT breaker completing residual bus transfer after establishing that 
the RAT source is live (59S1), the bus is dead (27B2), and all motor feeders are tripped. 
 
The sequence of events for a residual bus transfer to occur is as follows: 

 [  
]a,c. 

 [  
 ]a,c. 
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This is not modeled currently. 
 
Area of Impact 
Plant Control 

ECS-EC-313 Loads not Modeled 
SCR-DR-6593 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  AP-LT-R-ECS.005 Monitor the ECS 
 
Description 
APP-ECS-E3-EC31302 Rev 1 depicts ECS-ET-3131. Model requirements document SV3-STS-J4-119 Rev 1 
required WEC/GSE to model the loads of EC-313. Work in SCR-DR-6568 determined they neglected to 
meet this requirement. SV3-STS-J1-119 Rev 0 shows loads off of EC-312 but nothing on EC-313.  
 
Area of Impact 
Plant response

D/G Sequencer Operation   
SCR-DR-6610 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-ELE-ZOS-002-06 Perform priority load AC load 
sequencing and verify proper 6.9 kV priority load system voltage 
 
Description 
According to APP-ZOS-E0C-001 (Onsite Standby Power System Diesel Generator Sizing Calculation) Rev 
1, the following busses should get re-energized by the sequencer at Load [  

 ]a,c 
 
[  ]a,c 
[  ]a,c 
[  ]a,c 
[  ]a,c 
[  ]a,c 
[  ]a,c 
  
These busses are not currently sequenced once ECS-ES-1/2 gets re-energized from its respective DG.  
 
Area of Impact 
Effective plant response to loss of power 

Turbine Bypass Control Valve Control Logic cannot Support Design Power Supplies 
SCR-DR-6634 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-SEC-MSS-003-01 Monitor MSS system and component 
parameters 
 
Description 
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The turbine bypass control valves (MSS-PL-V001, MSS-PL-V002, MSS-PL-V003, MSS-PL-V004, MSS-PL-
V005, MSS-PL-V006) have four solenoid valves that are designed [  
]a,c. However, the current design control logic) uses one power supply for all 4 solenoids.  
 
Area of Impact 
Plant operations during loss of power 

Fire Protection System is not modeled in Containment 
SCR-DR-6657 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-SUP-FPS-002-00 Operate the FPS 
 
Description 
While attempting to create a FR-Z.2 (Response to High Containment Level) scenario, it was discovered 
that a leak from the Fire Protection System (FPS) header in containment had no effect on any 
containment parameters (ex. Containment Sump Level, Containment Humidity).   FPS Containment 
Spray also had no effect on any containment parameters. 
 
Area of Impact 
Plant control 
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10 CFR 55.45(a)(7) 
Safely operate the facility’s heat removal systems, including primary coolant, emergency coolant, and 
decay heat removal systems, and identify the relations of the proper operation of these systems to the 
operation of the facility. 

Executive Summary 
Issues 6701, 6217, and 6179 are not issues impacting simulator training.  For example, Time to boil is not 
a decision making factor. 
 
Issue 6022 currently has a work around in place.  Numerous work-around solutions become 
problematic, but there are currently few work-around solutions in place. The instructors make the 
present work-around solutions transparent.  Continued work-around solutions are also tedious for the 
operators and it causes the NAPs to lose credibility.  
 
Issue 5594 was determined not to impact reactor safety because it causes safeguards when it is 
required.  
 
Issue 5968 only occurs during solid plant conditions so the impact to training is minimal.  With operator 
action, safe operation of the facility will still take place.  Also, if pressure control wasn’t a focus for one 
operator when the plant is solid, then this could be an issue, but that isn’t the concern. 
 
Issue 6151 is mitigated by the manual operation of these valves when this issue manifests.  
 
Issue 6634 was evaluated as not having an aggregate impact on operations.    
 
The team determined that no additional reinforcements were required for completion of these tasks.  
Therefore, the team evaluated the collection of these issues as acceptable in the aggregate.  

Unexpected Safeguards Actuation on RCP Shaft Shear 
SCR-DR-5594 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-PRO-AOP-054-00 Respond to Reactor Coolant Pump 
Malfunctions using AOP-114 
 
This issue was dispositioned as unacceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC).  A training 
needs analysis is in progress. 
 
Description 
The 1B RCP shaft shear malfunction may cause an unexpected safeguards depending on the initial 
conditions the malfunction is inserted.  Due to response of the lead lag filters in the steam line pressure 
logic, the signal is driven into the dead band range of actuation at certain initial steam pressures.  
Elevating the initial steam pressure completely mitigates this occurrence.   
 
Area of Impact 
Abnormal operation response
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CVS-PT040 does not Provide Proper Protective Functions 
SCR-DR-5968 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-PRI-CVS-004-00 Monitor CVS operations 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) due to the use of 
trigger and automated plant file over-rides. 
 
Description 
CVS-PT040 (pressure transmitter upstream of the letdown control valve) does not provide the proper 
protective functions for low pressure and high pressure protection in accordance with design 
documentation. 
 
Per APP-CVS-M3C-101 Rev 6 Appendix C.3.2, at [  ]a,c psig when CVS-V047 is in automatic pressure 
control mode there is supposed to be a signal sent to “trip the CVS Makeup Pumps.” The high pressure 
signal is generated but does not trip the pumps; it presently feeds a Pump Auto Stop Demand signal. 
This signal will stop any pumps that are running in automatic only. When the plant is in water-solid 
mode, as determined in logic diagrams as having CVS-V047 in automatic pressure control mode, 
Chemical and Volume Control System (CVS) makeup pumps must be operated in manual; see APP-CVS-
M3C-100 Rev 11 Logic Sheet CVS-4 Note10. Since the CVS makeup pumps are in manual the Auto Stop 
Demand signal will not shut the pump off to provide overpressure protection. 
 
Per APP-CVS-M3C-101 Rev 6 Appendix C.3.2, at [  ]a,c psig when CVS-V047 is in automatic pressure 
control mode there is supposed to be a signal sent to “trip the Reactor Coolant Pumps…in order to 
protect them from reduced suction pressure.” This signal is also discussed in APP-RCS-M3C-100 Rev 9 
Logic Sheet RCS-13 table and note 11. As presently designed there is no logic tie between CVS-PT040 
and the Reactor Coolant Pumps (RCPs) to prevent damaging the RCPs upon a loss of Reactor Coolant 
System (RCS) pressure. 
 
Area of Impact 
Plant Control 

DHC Summary - Assembly Move NAP Function Not Functional 
SCR-DR-6022 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-PLS-004-03 Perform decay time surveillance 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) due to the minimal 
training impact this particular NAP has. 
 
Description 
When attempting to simulate fuel assemblies being moved from the core to the Spent Fuel Pool (SFP), it 
was noted that the Decay Heat Calculation (DHC) NAP to maintain the administrative location of fuel 
does not work correctly. On display 40203 the assembly move buttons on the lower right portion 
indicate they are only available when the light DDS-AP-DHC Status indicates it is ACTIVE. [  

 ]a,c. However, when the light indicates INACTIVE the buttons for moving are raised and available. When 
the light changes status to ACTIVE the buttons for moving are grayed out and no longer available. [  
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 ]a,c. However, fuel cannot be moved from the core into the SFP in any MODE other than MODE 6. 

The light should be driven by the manual input of the Rx vessel head being removed or installed or 
upper internals position on display 40004. 
 
Area of Impact 
Reactivity Management with regards to indication and administration 

Excessive SFW Control Valve Cycling 
SCR-DR-6151 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-SEC-FWS-002-01 Monitor SFWS and MFWS system 
and component parameters 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC).  The reasoning 
was that the current controller tuning is the current design.  Hot functional testing would provide as-
built tuning.  However, this issue did contribute to the aggregate impact of sections 3 and 5 with regards 
to secondary plant control. 
 
Description 
At low pressure conditions less than 350 psig, the operator often has to take manual control of Startup 
Feed Water (SFW) control valves due to excessive cycling of the valves. Indicated flow rates range from 
0 to greater than 600 gpm within 10 to 15 second cycles. This requires 100% of the operator’s attention 
until RNS can be placed into service removing cooldown function from the steam dumps.  
 
Area of Impact 
Plant control during startup and shutdown 

Time to Boil Calculation 
SCR-DR-6179 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) due to the 
apparent minimal impact on operations and training. 
 
Description 
When core exit temperature was 300oF, Thot was > 212oF and TTB was >0 (15-25 min range). Either the 
NAP is calculating TTB incorrectly or the inputs to the NAP are wrong. TTB should reflect actual plant 
conditions. 
 
Area of Impact 
NAP 

CMT WR Level Indications go Bad Quality 
SCR-DR-6217 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  AP-LT-S-EOP.007 Direct implementation of E-1, AP1000 
Loss of Reactor or Secondary Coolant 
 
Description 
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The WR Core Makeup Tank (CMT) level indications shift to Bad Quality once Automatic Depressurization 
System 1-3 (ADS 1-3) Actuate. Prior to this event, they would toggle to Bad Quality intermittently. The 
Bad Quality status is on indications PXS-LT009A/B & -LT010A/B (on PXS Supplemental Ind. Screen) and 
DDS-RSA11-L1 & DDS-RSA13-L1 (on WPIS screen 60017).  The NAP driving the calculation of this 
indication drives them to bad quality whenever it determines voiding is occurring in the CMT (which is 
expected per design transients). 
 
Area of Impact 
Plant control during decay heat removal 

Turbine Bypass Control Valve Control Logic cannot Support Design Power Supplies 
SCR-DR-6634 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-SEC-MSS-003-01 Monitor MSS system and component 
parameters 
 
Description
The turbine bypass control valves (MSS-PL-V001, MSS-PL-V002, MSS-PL-V003, MSS-PL-V004, MSS-PL-
V005, MSS-PL-V006) have four solenoid valves that are designed [  
]a,c. However, the current design control logic) uses one power supply for all 4 solenoids.  
 
Area of Impact 
Plant operations during loss of power 

IRWST Temperature Response 
SCR-DR-6701 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-PRO-EOP-003-00 Respond to a loss of Reactor or 
Secondary Coolant using EEP-E-1 
 
Description 
[

 
]a,c 

 
Area of Impact
Plant response 
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10 CFR 55.45(a)(8) 
Safely operate the facility’s auxiliary and emergency systems, including operation of those controls 
associated with plant equipment that could affect reactivity or the release of radioactive materials to 
the environment. 

Executive Summary 
It would be desirable to repair the CMT NAP issue in this section (6217), but it doesn’t affect the section 
in aggregate.   When issues 5546 and 6019 manifest on the simulator, the operators will still comply 
with Technical Specifications requirements.  An additional Tech Spec call would have to be made with 
6019 since there is an issue with Zinc addition in the CVS when power is lost.  Ultimately, the 
containment isolation is the issue, but the team believes that this can be dealt with safely. 
 
Issue 5546 will be transparent with most operators without a reference diagram and detailed 
exploration on the Ovation status screens.  Ultimately, this is not an issue for the aggregate study. 

EDS Power Supply Assignments to PLS/DDS Cabinets Incomplete 
SCR-DR-5546 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO tasks: 
RO-LT-R-EDS.001 Monitor the Non Class 1E DC and UPS system (EDS) for proper operation 
RO-LT-R-EDS.004 Respond to a loss of EDS DC power 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC).  SMEs determined 
that the current power supply arrangement was adequate to teach since it is per design documentation.  
Power supplies are an item that will be continuously taught as they are updated and changed. 
 
Description 
A loss of individual Non Class 1E DC and UPS System (EDS) busses will result in incomplete system 
response. Some Ovation drops are not dynamically powered by the EDS model but are powered by a 
permanently energized model constant (specifically DPU047, DPU048, and DPU044).  The load lists for 
the STS do not assign a power supply to all the Ovation drops so there is no plant design data to insert 
into the simulator. 

Area of Impact 
Effective plant response to loss of power 

CVS-V094 Power Failure Response 
SCR-DR-6019 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-PMS-005-02 Respond to a loss of a PMS division 
or failure of PMS components 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC) due to the 
apparent minimal impact on operations and training. 
 
Description 
[  ]a,c.  It did fail on loss of power it 
ILCA03 which is not in accordance with design documentation. 
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Area of Impact 
Response to power loss 

CMT WR Level Indications go Bad Quality 
SCR-DR-6217 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  AP-LT-S-EOP.007 Direct implementation of E-1, AP1000 
Loss of Reactor or Secondary Coolant 
 
Description 
The WR Core Makeup Tank (CMT) level indications shift to Bad Quality once Automatic Depressurization 
System 1-3 (ADS 1-3) Actuate. Prior to this event, they would toggle to Bad Quality intermittently. The 
Bad Quality status is on indications PXS-LT009A/B & -LT010A/B (on PXS Supplemental Ind. Screen) and 
DDS-RSA11-L1 & DDS-RSA13-L1 (on WPIS screen 60017).  The NAP driving the calculation of this 
indication drives them to bad quality whenever it determines voiding is occurring in the CMT (which is 
expected per design transients). 
 
Area of Impact 
Plant control during decay heat removal 

Fire Protection System is not modeled in Containment 
SCR-DR-6657 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-SUP-FPS-002-00 Operate the FPS 
 
Description 
While attempting to create a FR-Z.2 (Response to High Containment Level) scenario, it was discovered 
that a leak from the Fire Protection System (FPS) header in containment had no effect on any 
containment parameters (ex. Containment Sump Level, Containment Humidity).   FPS Containment 
Spray also had no effect on any containment parameters. 
 
Area of Impact 
Plant control 

IRWST Temperature Response 
SCR-DR-6701 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-PRO-EOP-003-00 Respond to a loss of Reactor or 
Secondary Coolant using EEP-E-1 
 
Description 
[

 
]a,c 

 
Area of Impact 
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Plant response 
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10 CFR 55.45(a)(9) 
Demonstrate or describe the use and function of the facility’s radiation monitoring systems, including 
fixed radiation monitors and alarms, portable survey instruments, and personnel monitoring equipment. 

Executive Summary 
There is only a single issue categorized here and therefore the team did not deem this an aggregate 
issue.  

Simulator MCR missing Rad Monitoring Panel 
SCR-DR-237 
This issue impacts the following RO/SRO task:  RO-INC-RMS-003-00 Startup and operate radiation 
monitors 
 
This issue was dispositioned as acceptable by the Simulator Review Committee (SRC).  There is little 
training value with this panel at this time. 
 
Description 
Simulator MCR does not have the radiation monitoring panel on the back wall as depicted in the design 
reference. 
 
Area of Impact 
Physical fidelity of simulator MCR and radiation control 


